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The rapid rise in demand for livestock products throughout Asia is having a profound impact on the cattle industry in eastern Indonesia. Sell-off to meet this demand has reportedly led to a rapid decline in numbers of Bali cattle, including breeders. Farmers needed to adopt strategies to turn this situation around, but there have been some major constraints to improving livestock production. These include the quantity and quality of animal feed available, and poor animal husbandry that affects breeding and disease management.

Improving feed quality by introducing higher quality forages can go a long way towards removing some of those constraints. Previous research has identified many nutritious forage species that are well adapted to the mixed crop–livestock systems of eastern Indonesia. However their adoption has been limited, leading to the notion that there has been ‘50 years of failure’ in tropical forage research and development.

The Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research (ACIAR) has sought to rectify this situation, starting from the hypothesis that farmers may not be convinced that the benefits of adopting the new forages outweigh the costs of doing so. They may also consider that there are more attractive alternatives for investment of their time and effort, and they may be uneasy about the levels of risk associated with the changes.

Against this background, ACIAR developed six related ‘forage research’ projects, designed to lift the adoption of productivity-improving technologies by smallholder farmers in eastern Indonesia and thus bring them higher incomes and better livelihoods.

The research team adopted a whole-of-farm or systems approach to the smallholder farming systems, with the intention of improving farmer understanding of the opportunities offered in a crop–livestock enterprise, and to alert them to both the benefits and constraints of forages adoption. The project work included the development of an integrated analysis tool that has helped researchers, advisers and farmers understand the potential economic and other benefits of improved forages and livestock-management strategies.

Farmers are now increasingly taking up the new ‘best-bet’ strategies. Although widespread adoption has yet to occur, those undertaking this impact assessment ascertained that, relative to costs, this research investment offers a high rate of return. One reason is low adoption costs for farmers. This has assisted adoption to date and will continue to do so.

The projects have also raised the research capacity among members of the Indonesian team, enhanced the capacity of farmer groups to work together on their mutual problems, and have helped to build on-ground teams of experienced extension workers. These outcomes typify a successful partnership.

Nick Austin
Chief Executive Officer, ACIAR
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As part of the continuing approach of the Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research (ACIAR) to assess the impact of its past research and development (R&D) investments, this study presents a brief overview of ACIAR-funded forage research in Indonesia.

Context

Demand for livestock products is expanding rapidly in the tropics and is having a major impact on household and regional economies. These changes are reported as having had a profound impact on the cattle industry of eastern Indonesia, including a rapid decline in numbers of Bali-breed cattle.

While the strong growth in demand does provide opportunities for farmers to increase income from livestock production and improve the economic sustainability of their farming enterprises, some major constraints (e.g. lack of feed, poor animal management and health) have been identified. Use of improved forages has the capacity to overcome these constraints.

Previous research has identified many forage species that are well adapted to mixed crop–livestock farming systems. However, their adoption has been limited. A starting hypothesis for the ACIAR projects was that farmers may not be convinced that the advantages of new forages outweigh the costs of introducing them; there may be more attractive options for investment; or perhaps there is a perception of unacceptable risk associated with the change.

Research investment

Six related ACIAR Indonesian ‘forage research’ projects have focused on increasing the adoption of productivity-improving technologies and thus the incomes and livelihoods of crop–livestock smallholders in eastern Indonesia:

- AS2/2000/124: Prospects for improving integration of high quality forages in the crop livestock systems of Sulawesi
- AS2/2000/103: Developing an integrated production system for Bali cattle in the eastern islands of Indonesia
- LPS/2004/005: Improving smallholder crop–livestock systems (Sulawesi, Lombok and Sumbawa)
- SMAR/2006/061: Building capacity in the knowledge and adoption of Bali cattle improvement technology in Sulawesi

The broad relationships and objectives of the projects are shown in Figure 1. The total expenditure on them, expressed in real, present values (2009), is estimated at A$11.4m.
A researcher–farmer participatory approach for developing adoption strategies is practical and successful.

Proven best-bet strategies for improving livestock productivity and farm income for smallholders.

Delineation of probable gains in output (cattle turn-off) and labour savings from adopting one or more best-bet strategies.

Demonstration that an on-ground-team approach to extension of research results (best-bet strategies) to a wider group of farmers can be successful.

Knowledge of the nature, extent and effects of adoption, initially and over time.

Capacity built within the research agencies in Indonesia.

In addition, many articles for professional journals, conference presentations, university course lectures and extension materials (for both training extension staff and for direct use by farmers) have been prepared in association with the delivery of these outputs.
Accordingly it has been argued that the adoption of the R&D technologies can be expected to follow the standard statistical normal distribution of adoption in the farming population over time: some early adopters, a majority of later adopters and some non-adopters.

Implications for farmers

A general picture of the output implications is provided by the analysis conducted during the development of the best-bet strategies. It found that:

- the types of strategies examined and reported are being taken up by farmers, so they are realistic strategies for the purposes of the present analysis

- the output changes from adopting identified strategies outlined in the IAT analysis appear consistent with field observations.

Updating the IAT analysis, and generalising from it, provides a reasonable basis for estimating the potential gains at the farm level. The annual cash gains per head owned are estimated at Rp0.54m (Sumbawa) and Rp2.09m (South Sulawesi and Lombok).

It is early days in the adoption of the R&D outputs from the projects. While significant adoption is evident on farms and in some villages and areas that were at the centre of the research, widespread adoption has not occurred as yet. The level of future adoption is a major issue, particularly given a mood of pessimism engendered by low levels of adoption characterising previous tropical forages R&D. It seems, however, that this time it might be different.

First, adoption is off to a good start. There are significant numbers of best-bet and scale-out farmers, though they are fewer than 2,000 to date. By all accounts these farmers are expanding their activities and the best-bet strategies they use—there seems to be no withdrawal or failure.

Second, the attributes of the technology itself and its application appear to pass the ‘tests’ or features of successful adoption identified by the Shelton review (Shelton et al. 2005) of the challenges and successes of past adoption of tropical forage R&D.

Third, the adoption profile of the best-bet strategies and the characteristics of the scale-out farmers appear to reflect what other researchers of adoption by smallholders have recognised (ex post) as the formation of coalitions and development of an extension process specific to the particular circumstances rather than a standard, extension-manual approach.

Impact assessment: benefit flows

The impact assessment follows the ACIAR guidelines (Davis et al. 2008), in particular using economic surplus as the basis of measuring the gain in economic welfare. A partial-equilibrium approach has been used, thus allowing analysis of distribution of the prospective benefits between farmers and consumers. The industry has been disaggregated into three groups of farming smallholders: those on Sumbawa, South Sulawesi and Lombok.

A generally conservative approach has been used to estimate the key parameters; in particular, the on-farm cash-flow gains, and application of the technologies (applicable to an estimated one-third of the cattle herd by 2038) with two scenarios of the rate of adoption reflecting differential levels of extension support (Figure 2).

Expressed in net-present-value (NPV) terms, the adoption of the forage R&D technologies could return an estimated A$1,300m if there were strong policy support (Table 1) and about A$1,000m in the absence of such support.

Virtually all (93%) of the gain would flow to producers since the impact on the consumer price is quite small, reflecting the highly elastic demand for cattle faced by producers.

In addition to the quantified benefits, there are spillover benefits to others.

- The technologies have application to a wider range of farmers: smallholders with buffalo and goats; smallholder cattle farmers in other regions of Indonesia that face the same challenges; larger farmers where feed supplies are, or could be, provided or supplemented by forages; and smallholders in other countries.
On Lombok, where community kandangs dominate the production system, the R&D and associated programs have led to a significant improvement in effluent management.

Changes in cattle feeding brought about by planting new forages can be expected to have environmental benefits. Backyard forage production can replace grazing of upland areas unsuited to cropping and under-utilised backyard weedy plots used for low-productivity grazing.

Table 1. Estimated economic gains from adoption of forage technologies (net present value, 5% discount rate).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Consumer benefits</th>
<th>Producer benefits</th>
<th>Total benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without additional extension</td>
<td>A$67m</td>
<td>A$942m</td>
<td>A$1,010m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With additional extension</td>
<td>A$87m</td>
<td>A$1,221m</td>
<td>A$1,308m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain from additional extension</td>
<td>A$20m</td>
<td>A$278m</td>
<td>A$298m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Benefits are measured as the change in economic surplus to consumers, producers, and consumers plus producers.

A key feature of the ‘end’ projects (SMAR/2006/061 and SMAR/2006/096) has been the on-ground-team (OGT) experience for extension. This model can be expected to have significant application in future advisory structures for new forages as well as other technologies for smallholders in Indonesia. Given its success, it can be expected to be examined, trialled and adopted in research projects in other countries. The expected benefit can be viewed as a greater probability of adoption, and/or faster adoption, and/or more widespread adoption.

On Lombok, where community kandangs\(^1\) dominate the production system, the R&D and associated programs have led to a significant improvement in effluent management.

\(^1\) A kandang is typically a covered stall where cattle are tethered for feeding. Small landowners have a kandang where one or two cattle are fed. Cattle are usually walked to grazing areas during the day and fed cut forage in the kandang in the evening. With improved forages, cattle are more often totally fed from cut-and-carried forage. On Lombok, community kandangs dominate. Community kandangs might have 20 or more stalls, each one managed by a farmer. Again, cattle are typically grazed outside the kandang during the day and tethered and fed cut forages at night. The collective kandangs also provide security against theft, as cattle owners take it in turns to watch over the cattle at night.
Three broad areas of additional capacity are evident to date:

- enhanced research capability amongst Indonesian researchers involved with the projects, and their associated institutions
- enhanced capacity of farmer groups to work together to solve problems
- the OGTs are trained, and now experienced, extension workers. Whether they are retained in an extension role or not, significant capability has been developed.

### Sensitivity analysis

Two factors that underpin the estimated returns and about which there is a degree of uncertainty are:

- cash flow gains at the farm level, especially given the difference between Sumbawa and South Sulawesi, and the extent to which adoption is likely to reflect only some of the best-bet strategies
- the eventual level of adoption, including the effect of extension, given both the doubts about the availability of funds and the effectiveness of future extension, with the consequence that the strategies are applied to a smaller proportion of the herd.

More conservative approaches for both these factors reduce the expected pay-off. Taken together, the two scenarios reduce the investment return from 19% to around 15%. This return nevertheless still exceeds the benchmark required return (discount rate) of 5%, suggesting that the base-case analysis is robust.

A third factor considered in the sensitivity analysis is the net benefits beyond the 30-year time frame in the base-case analysis; that is, the annuity net benefit. When these post-30-year benefits are excluded, the value of benefits halves and the costs fall by about 20%. Accordingly, the benefit:cost ratio falls. The investment return falls marginally from 19% to 18%.

### Investment analysis

The investment, noting that major adoption has yet to occur, appears to offer a high rate of return. The internal rate of return (IRR) is estimated at around 20% and the benefit:cost ratio at greater than 20:1 (Table 2), even allowing for a significant investment in future extension activities of around Rp5,000m per annum after 2011 for 30 years and beyond (as either new extension funding or reprioritising existing extension service expenditure). This extension investment, in present value terms, is about equal to the total R&D investment to date.

If the extension investment is increased to Rp15,000m per annum to achieve a faster rate of adoption, the investment return is higher, with an estimated IRR of around 22%.

Relative to the costs, the potential benefits are very high, even recognising the conservative approach adopted in the analysis. One major reason is low adoption costs for farmers. This low adoption cost has assisted adoption to date and can be expected to continue to do so.

### Table 2. Investment returns to R&D and extension in forage technology projects (net present value, 5% discount rate)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Without additional extension</th>
<th>With additional extension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Present value (PV) of benefits</td>
<td>A$1,010m</td>
<td>A$1,308m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV of costs</td>
<td>A$23m</td>
<td>A$48m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net PV</td>
<td>A$989m</td>
<td>A$1,270m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefit:cost ratio</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal rate of return</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lessons

This impact assessment was challenging in that the R&D is completed but adoption is at an early stage, as indicated by the low numbers of adopting farmers to date. Further, estimating the scale and pace of future adoption remains an open question, given an experience of ‘50 years of failure’ in tropical forage R&D (Pengelly et al. 2003).

As a result the analysis has focused on what might happen and why, rather than what has happened and the associated drivers. Making assessments of future adoption is also challenging when a key factor is what the nature and level of future institutional support might be.

Against this background, the information-gathering field trips undertaken as part of the impact assessment were essential—they put the smallholder cattle enterprise in context from both a farming perspective and the need for household income to meet special expenditures. Further, they enabled ground-truthing of the ex-ante analysis of the potential gains.

The following three steps could be incorporated into future projects:

- ex-ante impact analysis, including indicative quantitative assessments, as a basis for both R&D design and collection of relevant data during the R&D project
- verification of economic models in the latter part of the R&D
- development of appropriate markers or indicators that could provide guidance for updating impacts in future years.

Attribution

About 60% of the past investment dollars were provided by ACIAR, and the balance through in-kind or other funding of the research and extension agencies—predominantly CSIRO, the University of Queensland, Balai Pengkajian Teknologi Pertanian and the universities in Indonesia.

Also, there are future costs in terms of extension, particularly if the extension effort is to be increased. This investment, if it is made, will change the relative contributions between R&D and extension from around 50% R&D 50% extension to 25% R&D 75% extension.

In terms of attribution of the 50% R&D investment, identifying the opportunities, developing forage- and cattle-management strategies and demonstrating the importance and effectiveness of ground-level extension has clearly come from CSIRO through the ACIAR funding. The ACIAR investment was necessary since the R&D was required and it appears unlikely that others would have funded the level of R&D activity, especially given the past experiences of tropical-forage R&D investments. That said, the ACIAR-funded work has drawn upon a good deal of previous tropical-forage R&D work.

The ACIAR financial contribution to the R&D investment has been calculated at 60%. For the delivery of the estimated benefits, future extension work will be critical. Both investments—R&D and extension—are required in order to deliver the estimated benefits. With the base level of extension (and resulting 50%/50% R&D/extension contribution), ACIAR’s share of the benefits would be 30%—around A$300m. As the extra benefits arising from additional extension are attributable to only that additional extension, the value of the benefits attributable to ACIAR under this scenario remains at A$300m.
1 ACIAR’s forage R&D investment

1.1 Areas of activity

The involvement of the Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research (ACIAR) in forages research and development (R&D) began in the early 1980s as a new, stand-alone forages subprogram—the ‘FOG’ series—in the broader agronomy program. However, the investment in forages then shifted into the livestock area, reflecting recognition of the need to focus on utilisation or demand for forages in the context of other opportunities for improving livestock performance (genetics, disease control, management). Further, forages (especially pastures) began to have a greater role in the broader, natural-resources management area.

A review of forage-related investment by ACIAR shows that there are six broad areas of investment:

- forages for red soils in China
- forages integrated into crop–livestock systems of eastern Indonesia
- forages for other smallholders in South-East Asia
- leucaena
- forages in plantation crops
- other.

This impact assessment is focused on forages integrated into crop–livestock systems of eastern Indonesia.

1.2 Background to this study

As part of its continuing approach to assessing the impact of past R&D investments, ACIAR contracted IDA Economics to provide a brief overview of all ACIAR-funded forage research in partner countries and a detailed impact assessment of at least two research activities.

There are two reasons to review ACIAR’s forage-related investment.

- There has been no previous ACIAR impact assessment of its investment in forages even although some forage projects began in the early 1980s.
- A 2008 ACIAR internal review of future directions for ACIAR-supported beef research in Indonesia stated that ‘ACIAR had very little knowledge of the context in which beef production is taking place’ and that ‘…we know very little about how the sector is responding to rapid change’. It was concluded that ACIAR should aim to gain a better understanding of the situation by, among other things:
  - postponing funding further technical/policy intervention research until the research topics for which there is effective demand for ACIAR inputs to the beef sector could be identified
  - impact assessments of major investments in beef production science, for example those in forages planted for livestock feed, were conducted.
2 Impact assessment: forages and integrated crop–livestock management, eastern Indonesia

2.1 Context

Demand for livestock products is expanding rapidly in the tropics, and is having a major impact on household and regional economies. These changes are reported as having had a profound impact on the cattle industry of eastern Indonesia, where high beef prices fuelled by increased demand in Java has led to a rapid decline in numbers of the Bali breed of cattle, including breeding animals. Increased supply has been primarily met through beef and live-cattle imports from Australia.

While the strong growth in demand does provide opportunities for farmers to increase income from livestock production and improve the economic sustainability of their farming enterprises, some major constraints (e.g. animal feed shortage, poor animal management and health) have been identified. Planting and use of improved forages has the capacity to overcome these constraints, but also introduces conflicts with resource demands (land and labour) and with traditional cropping systems. While previous research has identified many forage species that are well adapted to mixed crop–livestock farming systems, their adoption has been limited, even where participatory research has suggested a good fit with farmers’ needs (Pengelly and Lisson 2001). A starting hypothesis to explain this was that farmers may not be convinced that the advantages of new forages outweigh the costs of such an activity: there may be more attractive options for investment or perhaps there is a perception of unacceptable risk associated with the change.

2.2 Research investment

2.2.1 Review: research undertaken

Six related ACIAR ‘forage research’ projects have focused on improving the adoption of productivity-improving technologies and thus the incomes and livelihoods of crop–livestock smallholders in eastern Indonesia:

- AS2/2000/124: Prospects for improving integration of high quality forages in the crop livestock systems of Sulawesi
- AS2/2000/103: Developing an integrated production system for Bali cattle in the eastern islands of Indonesia
- LPS/2004/005: Improving smallholder crop–livestock systems (Sulawesi, Lombok and Sumbawa)
- SMAR/2006/061: Building capacity in the knowledge and adoption of Bali cattle improvement technology in Sulawesi
in some areas and a rice–dry-season crop (such as maize or peanuts) in other areas. Although there is a range of systems, typically one of two head of cattle are grazed on rice stubble after harvest, on communal land or fed cut grass carried from communal or other land not necessarily close to the house, with the cattle tethered, usually in a kandang adjacent to the house.\textsuperscript{2} The reasons why farmers were reluctant to adopt new technological options were also examined within the systems approach.

As well as trials of forage species suitable for backyard forage production, the project used a farming systems approach to investigate the benefits of new forages to

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure3.png}
\caption{ACIAR’s integrated forage and smallholder crop–livestock R&D projects in Indonesia}
\end{figure}

\textbf{SMAR/2006/096: Scaling-up herd management strategies in crop–livestock systems in Lombok.}

The broad relationship and objective of each is shown in Figure 3 with the scope and outcomes of the research outlined below.


AS2/2000/124 examined the prospects for improved integration of high-quality forages in the crop–livestock systems of Sulawesi. Sulawesi is viewed as having the potential to increase (beef) cattle production. Nutrition has been identified as the major constraint to increased cattle productivity. Research over the past 20 years had identified a range of forages that are well suited to mixed cropping–livestock systems in the tropics, although adoption of these forages by farmers has been very limited. The project investigated the feed supply per se and forage-quality constraints through comparisons of farming systems with differing agroecological potential.

The project concentrated on smallholder farmers operating rainfed mixed farming systems of rice–cattle or estate crops – cattle. Cropping (primarily rice) is confined to the wet season, but there is some rainfall in most months, enabling two or three rice crops

\textbf{2} A kandang is typically a covered stall where cattle are tethered for feeding. Small landowners have a kandang where one or two cattle are feed. Cattle are usually walked to grazing areas during the day and fed cut forage in the kandang of an evening. With improved forages, cattle are more often totally fed from cut-and-carried forage. On Lombok, community kandangs dominate. Community kandangs might have 20 or more stalls, each stall managed by a farmer. Again, cattle are typically grazed outside of the kandang during the day and tethered and fed cut forages of a night. The collective kandangs also provide security against theft as cattle owners take it in turns to watch over the cattle at night.
improve production in mixed crop–livestock systems and to quantify these benefits using biophysical and economic measures. Thus, the whole-of-farm and income situation with and without adoption could be detailed. A series of models was developed using benchmarking data collected in the project and combined operationally in a transparent and user-friendly spreadsheet described as the integrated analysis tool (IAT). The IAT was intended to be used by local researchers to identify options and strategies for improving productivity and incomes, recognising that, in sustaining the research effort and moving to extension, training would require additional resources.


The economy of West Nusa Tenggara is based on agriculture, which contributes 38% of regional GDP and involves 70% of the population. Rice is the staple crop, and maize, mung bean, cashew and coconut are grown as cash crops. Cattle are an important component of the farming systems in the region, with most households owning one to eight head, which are retained as a source of accumulated wealth and provide cash to meet household needs.

As a result of growing regional demand for beef, increasing numbers of cattle, especially females, are being slaughtered. This, combined with poor reproductive rates of cattle, is causing a decline in cattle numbers in the region. Lower returns for rice, and a rapid increase in the price of livestock, have generated interest in increasing animal production in these farming systems.

An important socioeconomic feature of Sumbawa is that many farmers migrated to the area in the mid-1980s, having shifted as part of government-sponsored transmigration programs to increase agricultural production across Indonesia, and have not yet built a full understanding of the limitations and potential of their farming environment.

Integration of profitable livestock enterprises within smallholder farming systems in the region is particularly challenging because the nutrition of cattle is usually poor during the long dry season when forages are in short supply and of low quality. The system analysis approach taken in this project was designed to provide tools to explore a wide range of forage–crop options and trade-offs.

The primary aim of this project was to explore options for increasing the productivity of livestock enterprises in the crop–livestock systems practised in semi-arid Sumbawa.

The basis of this project (and also of AS2/2000/124) was that the development of simulation models can enhance the understanding of crop–livestock systems, promote the more efficient use of existing resources and identify options for intervention that may be difficult or impossible to detect by conventional experimentation.

There were substantial increases in capacity in the modelling of crop–livestock systems (in this project as well as AS2/2000/124) in both Australia and Indonesia, and significant progress towards a functional model based on data collected at the sites in both Sumbawa and South Sulawesi (AS2/2000/124). This is the first time that such an integrated model has been developed.


This project, although not directly focused on forages, is relevant to the impact of forage work in Indonesia because of the subsequent application of its findings and capacity building as an input into LPS/2004/005.

The low weight of cattle for sale, and declining cattle numbers, are recognised as constraints to poverty alleviation in eastern Indonesia. A major limitation to beef production has been the poor reproductive performance of particularly Bali-breed cattle, expressed as long inter-calving intervals (18–24 months) and high calf mortalities (up to 30%). The major reasons for these problems were identified as poor nutrition and poor timing of peak nutritional requirements against availability of feed.

This project established an integrated management system designed to increase weaning rate and growth of cattle for sale. This was backed by a technical extension package in reproduction and nutrition, with an emphasis on system development, and identification of low-cost supplementation strategies.

A simple and practical method using the twin strategies of controlled mating (one bull, 3-month mating period) and weaning calves at 6 months was developed. After extensive consultation with all farmers in Kelebub village in Lombok, the cows kept were in better condition, were less costly to feed and cycle post calving, and calves grew faster with preferential feeding. Over
90% of the 100 cows in the village produced a calf, compared with 60% using traditional management methods. A technical extension package was developed through workshops and from results of the management package tested by farmers.

The program both developed and benefited from strong new partnerships between the Indonesian institutions and between them and the Australian institutions.


The demand for beef cattle has been increasing strongly in Indonesia. This has been viewed as a potential opportunity for smallholder farmers who are the main producers of Bali cattle in Indonesia to improve their economic welfare. However, figures indicate that Bali cattle numbers have actually been declining across most regions of Indonesia over the past decade, leading to a so-called ‘supply deficit’ that was largely being serviced by imports of beef and live cattle from Australia. Against this background, previous research including ACIAR projects AS2/2000/124, AS2/2000/125 and AS2/2000/103, and limited success of government policies to increase cattle numbers (such as artificial insemination and cross-breeding programs) there appeared to be potential to improve farmer incomes through improving Bali-cattle productivity.

This project identified a range of factors that were constraining livestock production in the smallholder farming systems of eastern Indonesia. These included: shortage and poor quality of forages, especially during the dry season; poor knowledge and/or capacity to implement optimal feed-management practices; limited supplies of readily accessible stock water; insufficient access to bulls; inadequate cattle housing; limited labour availability (especially during the main cropping times); extended and suboptimal breeding cycles; diseases; marketing constraints; and limited access for smallholders to the formal credit sector for acquiring cattle and livestock handling materials.

Significantly, most of the technologies needed to overcome these constraints have already been developed in Indonesia or elsewhere, but have yet to be adopted by local farmers. Specifically, the project sought to apply the technologies identified earlier (AS2/2000/124) and focused on three factors to increase production (annual turn-off):

- forage supply and quality (better management of existing forages, such as elephant grass and some tree legumes\(^3\) and new forages, both grasses and legumes), extending into feed budgeting
- effective herd management (controlled mating; pre- and post-calving cow nutrition; early weaning and associated nutritional requirements)
- a better understanding of the trade-offs needed to increase production.

This project explored the merits of an approach for improving livestock production that combined the principles and tools of farming systems analysis and farmer participation. It developed and tested a process that:

- began with an extensive benchmarking to understand and quantify how the current farming systems function and the constraints to livestock production
- identified potential strategies for overcoming these constraints and assessed their economic, social and environmental viability using a customised whole-of-farm model (the IAT developed in AS2/2000/124 and AS2/2000/125)
- ‘workshopped’ with farmers the simulated strategies, to come up with a shortlist of feasible, ‘best-bet’ strategies for subsequent on-farm trialling
- used on-farm trials to apply the best-bet strategies and engaged the ‘best-bet farmers’ as an extension platform for subsequent extension and communication to other farmers within and beyond the target village.

The approach was applied in selected villages in Sumbawa, South Sulawesi and Lombok.

\(^3\) The principal tree legumes are *Gliricidia sepium* (gliricidia; gamal), *Leucaena leucocephala* (leucaena; lamtoro) and *Sesbania grandiflora* (sesbania; turi). In some regions (central Lombok) the turi was being used primarily for food (leaves, seed pods and flowers) and poles for building and, to a limited extent, in cattle rations. In several regions, gamal, although growing naturally, was not being used at all in the feed ration. A key strategy for making better use of tree legumes was identified as cutting and using younger green leaves and stems.
The project concluded that the feedback from farmers and the results from monitoring the on-farm trials indicated that the participatory, farming systems approach was successful.

The project final report concluded that there was a range of evidence to support this approach when applied in the smallholder situation in eastern Indonesia:

- quantifiable gains in forage and livestock production
- labour savings and gains in household income
- the intention of most farmers to continue successful strategies
- evidence of significant adoption/adaptation of the livestock improvement technologies by other (non-project) farmers.

The pathways to adoption of livestock improvement strategies were reported as varying with the region and the technology concerned. Strategies requiring more skill and knowledge to implement, and for which the implications are more complex and less predictable (e.g. changing feed availability or the breeding cycle) required greater input from the project team and benefited most from the modelling analysis. The involvement of village ‘champions’ was instrumental in fostering uptake in two of the focus sites.

The project concluded that the apparent success of the approaches developed and tested in this project provided support for wider adoption in other regions of Indonesia.

Scientific outputs included the development of an approach combining the principles of participatory, on-farm engagement with farming system analysis and modelling to encourage the uptake of technologies that improve the productivity and welfare of smallholder farmers. The project noted that the approach and tools are generic and could be readily adapted for application in other environments and to tackle other farming systems issues.

The project reported significant increase in capacity building by individuals and institutions.

In terms of economic and community impacts the project reported that the feedback from farmers and the results from the monitoring of field trials showed quantifiable gains in forage and livestock production, labour savings and gains in household income over the life of the project. The increase in expected income (of the order of 50% to 300%) was typically attributed to the sale of additional cattle and the higher price obtained for those cattle.

The researchers considered it reasonable to expect that these gains would continue into the future as most farmers intend to continue (and in some cases expand) successful strategies beyond the life of the project. It was reported that there was also evidence of significant adoption/adaptation of the livestock improvement technologies by other (non-project) farmers. This was also expected to extend further to other farmers.

SMAR/2006/061 (July 2007 – June 2010)

SMAR/2006/061 seeks to build capacity in the knowledge and adoption of Bali cattle improvement technology in South Sulawesi. Specific objectives are: to develop, implement and monitor best-bet options with farmers; to support, monitor and evaluate the scale-out process; and to build institutional and community capacity to support adoption. The project builds on cattle- and forage-improvement tools and technologies developed by precursor ACIAR projects, and successfully tested and implemented by ACIAR project LPS/2004/005. The best-bet strategies have been identified as: making better use of existing forages (in particular, elephant grass) in a farming system; introducing new forages; seasonal (controlled) mating to match feed supply and labour availability (given rice-cropping requirements); early weaning; preferentially feeding particular animals; feed budgeting and planning to meet forecast feed demands.

A feature of the project is the employment, through the project, of an ‘on-ground team’ (OGT) to facilitate adoption of best-bet strategies to another group of farmers (in addition to the best-bet farmers in LPS/2004/005) in the three study regions of Gowa, Barru and Bone regencies. It is proposed to learn about the suitability of the OGT approach (for this situation and more generally in facilitating adoption) and assess the potential for the OGT to further facilitate adoption beyond the project. The OGT comprises 13 recent graduates with experience in smallholder systems and all with regional language skills. The OGT received practical training from Sulawesi and Australian
specialists. To ensure effective project coordination and delivery, a project management team (operations and coordination) and a project specialist team (technical expertise, training the OGT) were established. In addition, a steering committee comprising representatives from Dinas Peternakan at provincial and regency levels, Universitas Hasanuddin and CSIRO, provides overall guidance and advice on the direction of the project.

The modality employed in this project is outlined in the project objectives as the model for extension services in Sulawesi.

An adoption study was begun in late 2009. Semi-structured interviews were used to understand household decision-making processes for adoption, and social network analysis was used to examine which people and institutions are influential in information transfer and exchange. Further, data are being collected from project LPS/2004/005 farmers in Barru, Gowa and Mertak to enable a review of the biophysical and social impacts. With these farmers now engaged with the projects for 5 years, it should be possible to test the hypothesis that changes in farm practices lead to biophysical impacts that lead, in turn, to increased incomes and changes in livelihood.

SMAR/2006/096 (July 2007 – June 2010)

SMAR/2006/096 involves scaling-up herd-management and forage-production strategies in crop–livestock systems in Central Lombok. In contrast to Sulawesi and Southern Lombok, Central Lombok is generally characterised by community kandangs in which Bali cattle are tethered in individual farmer-managed shed areas (at least at night) within a fenced compound (guarded at night by members of the kandang) to provide night-time security from poachers. During the day cattle are either grazed on individual members’ farms, on community areas or fed using forage cut and carried to the kandang.

A three-step approach to adoption of livestock technologies is being used, based on farmer perceptions of need and potential for improvement:

- improvement of existing kandang facilities (drainage in particular and construction of a bull and calf pen—encouraged by a small contribution of project funds, but mainly funds/labour from member farmers) and provision of a communal bull rather than free mating (thereby ensuring controlled mating with an emphasis on a calf from each cow every year)
- improving forage resources, starting with nurseries and small demonstration areas established by the OGT and farmers at each participating kandang to demonstrate new forages, forage management, and balanced rations and other aspects of animal nutrition for improving productivity
- introduction of additional breeding and management strategies shown to be successful in previous ACIAR projects (in particular early weaning and preferential feeding of calves).

The OGT comprises 12 graduates/recruits with smallholder experience and relevant language skills, plus a project officer to facilitate coordination.

As with SMAR/2006/061, a project management team, a project specialist team and an advisory committee were established.

2.2.2 Agencies and countries involved

CSIRO Sustainable Ecosystems, Australia, is the commissioned agency for the all of the projects except AS2/2000/103. Collaborating Indonesian institutions are:

- Assessment Institute for Agricultural Technology, Nusa Tenggara Barat (Balai Pengkajian Teknologi Pertanian)
- Assessment Institute for Agricultural Technology, South Sulawesi
- Hasanuddin University
- University of Mataram
- Livestock Services of Nusa Tenggara Barat Province
- Livestock Services of South Sulawesi Province.

Project AS2/2000/103 was led by the University of Queensland, Australia, with the collaborating agencies comprising:

- Universitas Nusa Cendana, Indonesia
- Queensland Department of Primary Industries and Fisheries
2.2.3 Previous research

The six ACIAR-funded Indonesian forage projects studied here build on an earlier ACIAR project (FOG/1984/071: Forage and plant nutrition coordination) and previous research undertaken by CSIRO and the International Center for Tropical Agriculture (CIAT). However, the earlier research focused primarily on technology development, in terms of the identification of appropriate species and associated farm-level management, whereas the focus of the six Indonesian projects being assessed is the development of integrated farming systems with an underlying emphasis on identifying/developing systems that have the potential for adoption. In other words, the latter body of research recognised that while there has been substantial previous investment in forages the level of adoption by smallholders has been less than expected.

2.2.4 Total expenditure on the research

Total investment in the seven projects (ACIAR and agency contributions) is given in Table 3. Total real expenditure, expressed in present values (2009), is estimated at A$11.37m.

Table 3. Project investment: ACIAR expenditure and agency contributions on the seven forage-research projects in dollars of the day and real 2009 present values (A$m)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dollars of the day&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Real present value&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ACIAR</td>
<td>Other agencies&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOG/1984/071</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS2/2000/124</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS2/2000/125</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS2/2000/103</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPS/2004/005</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMAR 2006/061</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMAR/2006/096</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>2.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Dollars of the day: total expenditure, unadjusted for inflation and the opportunity cost of money (discount rate)

<sup>b</sup> Present value (real 2009 prices): dollars of the day expenditure converted to 2009 prices using the CPI and to 2009 present values using a 5% discount rate.

<sup>c</sup> Predominantly CSIRO Sustainable Ecosystems, but includes in-kind contributions by the University of Queensland, Balai Pengkajian Teknologi Pertanian, Indonesian universities and Dinas Peternakan

Source: data from ACIAR and CSIRO, and IDA Economics estimates
- Demonstration that using a whole-of-farm or systems approach to the smallholder farming systems could improve understanding of the opportunities for integrating crops and livestock, the constraints to forages adoption and the benefits of adoption, and could help identify promising options for future work.

- Development of the IAT as means of facilitating adoption—by helping researchers, advisors and farmers understand the potential economic and other benefits of improved forages and improved livestock-management strategies as a means of creating awareness, interest and ‘demand’ for adopting these improvements.

- Demonstration that a researcher–farmer participatory approach to the short-listing of strategies for adoption of forage R&D is practical and, in the present context, successful in delivering best-bet strategies that participating farmers said they were adopting or for which monitoring indicates full or partial adoption.

- Identification, through the above processes, of five main, best-bet strategies for improving livestock productivity and farm income for smallholders. The main strategies, which vary in relative importance to some extent between agricultural regions and farming systems, are as follows:
  - making better use of existing forages
  - new forages
  - controlled mating
  - early weaning
  - feed budgeting, including ration mix and forage conservation.

- Delineation of probable gains in output (cattle turn-off) and labour savings from adopting one, or more, best-bet strategies.

- Demonstration that an OGT approach to extension of research results (best-bet strategies) to a wider group of farmers can be successful; that is, demonstrating that recruiting a team of purpose-focused and appropriately skilled and resourced ‘extension’ staff working one on one with farmers can deliver change at the farm level.

- Monitoring of the extent (numbers of farmers), nature (which best-bet strategies) and effects (e.g. changes in calf mortality, weight gain, turn-off) of adoption, initially and over time.

- Capacity building within the research agencies within Indonesia.

In addition, many articles for professional journals, conference presentations, university course lectures and extension materials (for both training extension staff and for direct use by farmers) have been prepared in association with the delivery of these outputs.

Figure A1 in the appendix maps project outputs and expected outcomes and impacts.

2.3.2 Implications for farm productivity

The implications for farm productivity of adopting individual best-bet strategies are being documented as part of the current work of the OGTs and will be further examined through a survey undertaken in 2009.

A general overview of the productivity implications is provided through the analysis conducted during the development of the best-bet strategies. Using the IAT, the project team reported the implications of selected intervention and management strategies.

Two comments are pertinent.

The types of strategies examined and reported are being taken up by farmers. Evidence for this comes from the research project exit interviews of best-bet farmers, subsequent OGT and project reports, and field observations. The strategies can therefore be deemed realistic for the purposes of the present analysis.

The productivity changes from adopting identified strategies outlined in the IAT analysis appear consistent with field observations. The dominant message during field discussions with best-bet and scale-out farmers was that they had sold more cattle than before, and/or that they now have a larger herd than before, and/or that their cattle were in much better condition, and that they had saved labour. Farmers attributed these changes to the adoption of one or more best-bet strategies: an entirely credible outcome given the forage crops that were now being grown by these farmers and others, and other readily observable changes such as calving time and forage conservation.
The IAT identified that labour saving has several important effects. Labour involved in herding cattle or cut-and-carry systems has an opportunity cost. During the rice-growing season, labour released from cattle husbandry can be used for better management of rice crops (such as weeding), which is reportedly leading to higher rice yields. Several farmers noted that the increased time was being used to spend more time with their family or by their wives to operate small businesses (such as a local kiosk or making and selling craftwork). A further side effect of the change in husbandry systems to cut and carry using nearby forage was the greater opportunity for wives, children and parents to undertake the cut-and-carry work, thus converting under-employment into employment and again freeing up more time for the farmer. Field observations supported this conclusion.

In the absence of a detailed survey of strategies adopted, and their immediate and longer term implications for farm output and incomes in the context of the range of farm situations, a generalised estimate has been used for present purposes. Published IAT analysis has been adopted as the underlying basis of these estimates. The investment in developing the IAT and associated databases suggests that the analysis is both systematic and comprehensive. Further, use of the IAT output to develop subsequent best-bet strategies in working sessions with farmers suggests that the scenario analysis has credibility and support.

IAT modelling results for SPA village on Sumbawa and Barru Regency on South Sulawesi (Table 4), have been adjusted to reflect higher (50%) cattle prices since the time of the IAT analysis (Figure 4), with cattle income estimated to represent 20% of the 5-year accumulated cash balance: a net increase of 10% in the accumulated cash balance.

Data collected during the ACIAR project research phase suggested that the best-bet farmers had adopted most of the best-bet strategies. This was confirmed during the field visits, although the predominant change appeared to be better managing existing forages, planting new forages, use of tree legumes and controlled mating. For the scale-out farmers in South Sulawesi, the principal changes appeared to be planting new forages (and often a larger area) and the use of tree legumes. Changes to mating practices, including early weaning and associated preferential feeding, were less apparent among scale-out farmers, although this was difficult to judge given the small numbers of scale-out farmer interviews.

In Central Lombok (where growing elephant grass has been historically less important), group decisions about controlled mating and weaning were of more initial importance, combined with new forages and the addition of tree legumes. The Mertak experience supports the view that forage plantings combined with legume supplements (mostly tree legumes) are the key first steps undertaken by farmers. As a general observation, forage conservation through storage of crop residues does not seem to be the first strategy adopted nor is it widespread as yet. That said, the use of rice straw, mostly untreated, was a significant change in Mertak. Cutting tree legumes was an immediate strategy in Mertak, as the trees were already well established but not utilised as forage. An important issue not explicitly noted in the IAT scenario summaries is the underlying importance of feed plans as a driver or complement to planting new forages, use of legumes and changes in cattle management.

The extent of change among farmers should not be underestimated. Indeed the increase in cattle prices (Figure 4), combined with the opportunities created by the new forage technologies, appears to be encouraging some smallholders to review land use and increase the proportion of land used for forage. At least one of the best-bet farmers had totally withdrawn from rice production (even given the 2007 rise in rice prices) and now produces only forage for his cattle; another was seriously contemplating such a move.

Moreover, the price increase since 2007 is expected to hold or rise further, given increasing Indonesian and world beef demand as per-capita incomes rise, combined with limited growth in world beef and live cattle supply. Indonesian consumption, imports and retail prices are forecast to increase over the coming decade (Table 5), suggesting that farm-level cattle prices will also increase.

The changes in forage production and management observed in the field broadly accord with scenarios 5, 7 and 8 for SPA (suggesting an annual cash balance gain of Rp0.54m per head owned on an equal weighting of scenarios) and scenarios 3, 4, and 5 for South Sulawesi (an annual cash balance gain of Rp2.09m on equal weighting of scenarios). The much smaller gain in SPA
Table 4. Estimated annual cash gains, based on integrated analysis tool determinations, from adopting various forage technologies in Sumbawa and South Sulawesi

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Cut and carry (kg/day)</th>
<th>Cattle sold over 5 years</th>
<th>Cattle on hand after 5 years</th>
<th>Annual fodder surplus (kg/year)</th>
<th>Second dry season labour (days)</th>
<th>Final cash balance(b) (Rupiah (Rp) million)</th>
<th>Cattle sold relative to baseline (number)</th>
<th>Cash balance compared to baseline (Rp million)</th>
<th>Cash balance gain per head cattle at beginning (Rp million)</th>
<th>Per annum cash gain per head owned at beginning (Rp million)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPA village, Sumbawa (2009 prices)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current baseline: Wet season 0.6 ha lowland rice, 0.3 ha upland peanut, 2 cows</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-3000</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>286</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 1: Plus 80% retention of peanut residues</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-2000</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 2: Plus 0.4 ha of elephant grass on upland</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 3: Plus 200 m of gliricidia on upland</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-2000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 4: all 3 scenarios combined</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>605</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline 2: Wet season: 0.6 ha lowland rice, 0.3 ha upland peanut, 200 m of tree legume, 0.4 ha of elephant grass (Scenario 4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 5: Baseline 2 plus seasonal mating of cows</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>682</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 6: As for Scenario 5 but with 20% lower beef prices</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline 3: Wet season: 0.6 ha lowland rice, 0.3 ha upland peanut, 200 m of tree legume, 0.4 ha of elephant grass, seasonal mating, 25 kg cut and carry (Scenario 5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 7: Baseline 3 plus 2 extra breeding cows, 40 kg cut and carry</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-500</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1232</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 8: Baseline 3 but selling at 2 years old with 35 kg cut and carry</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-500</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>2156</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barru Regency, South Sulawesi (2009 prices)</th>
<th>Percentage crop residue retention</th>
<th>Cut and carry (kg/day)</th>
<th>Cattle sold over 5 years</th>
<th>Fodder (kg/year)</th>
<th>Labour balance</th>
<th>5-year cash balance (Rp million)</th>
<th>Cattle sold relative to baseline (number)</th>
<th>Cash balance compared to baseline (Rp million)</th>
<th>Cash balance gain per head cattle at beginning (Rp million)</th>
<th>Per annum cash gain per head owned at beginning (Rp million)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline: Wet season: 0.54 ha lowland rice, 0.3 ha upland peanut, 2 cows</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 peanut</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>–3,000</td>
<td>deficit</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 1: Baseline plus fermented 40% of rice straw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 peanut</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>–2,000</td>
<td>deficit</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 2: Baseline plus 0.3 ha of Napier grass on upland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 peanut</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>–3,000</td>
<td>deficit</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 3: Baseline plus + 200 m of gliricidia on upland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 peanut</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>–1,000</td>
<td>surplus</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 4: Wet season: 0.54 ha lowland rice, 0.3 ha upland peanut, 200 m of tree legume, 0.3 ha of Napier grass, 40% rice fermented, 4 cows</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 peanut</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>surplus</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 5: As for Scenario 4 plus seasonal mating of cows</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 peanut</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>–2,000</td>
<td>surplus</td>
<td>47.3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a  Cattle prices (2004): weaners Rp 10,000/kg, 2-year-olds Rp 15,000, older cattle Rp 12,000/kg liveweight; females Rp 500,000 and males Rp 600,000
b  Includes cash from all sources including rice sales and cattle sales, less cash purchases of farm items, cattle and constant monthly household living expenses
Sources: McDonald et al. (2004), MacLeod et al. (2007) and IDA estimates
is surprising (given the additional number of cattle sold), and appears to reflect much lower sale weights and prices than on South Sulawesi.\(^4\)

Unlike for Sumbawa and South Sulawesi, the IAT was not used to help develop best-bet farmer strategies for Central Lombok, in part because revision would have been required given the different cattle management systems and the prime focus of the Central Lombok work was the introduction of controlled mating and greater efficiency in mating (substantially fewer bulls). However, it appears that from field observations and discussions with farmers that the cash balance gains are likely to be comparable with those estimated for South Sulawesi.

Based on field observations and discussions the aforementioned productivity increases and resulting income gains seem conservative. Discussions with best-bet farmers and scale-out farmers\(^5\) reinforce the IAT analysis that the cash balance gains come from both more cattle and selling cattle at increased weights and in better condition (Box 1). However, these farmers were reporting markedly higher cattle prices than implied in the IAT analysis, even with the upward adjustment to prices. Farmers consistently reported sale prices of the order of Rp3m for a weaned calf at 7 months and between Rp10 and 12m/head for a fattened young bull (up to 2 years old). Further, many farmers reported the ability to now sell one or more additional animals per year, suggesting that the cash balance gains could be several times that suggested by the IAT.

### 2.4 Adoption pathway

It is early days in the adoption of the R&D outputs from the projects. While significant adoption is evident on farms and in some villages and areas that were at the centre of the research, widespread adoption has not occurred as yet. Accordingly, the following analysis examines adoption to date and forecasts of future adoption separately.

---

\(^4\) Even so the results seem questionable. Sale of an additional animal appears to return around Rp0.8m, which on the prices quoted of at least Rp10,000/kg suggests a sale weight of only 80 kg.

\(^5\) The term ‘scale-out farmers’ refers to other farmers adopting the technology; that is, farmers in addition to the so-called best-bet farmers.
### Table 5. Cattle numbers, and beef production, consumption and prices in Indonesia, 2008–2018 (forecast)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cattle numbers</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cattle inventories (beginning) (million head)</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live cattle imports ('000 head)</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>545</td>
<td>571</td>
<td>563</td>
<td>564</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>598</td>
<td>605</td>
<td>614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beef and veal</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production ('000 t)</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>518</td>
<td>523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beginning stocks</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic supply</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>518</td>
<td>523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>607</td>
<td>629</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ending stocks</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic use</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>607</td>
<td>629</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail price (rupiah/kg)</td>
<td>61,394</td>
<td>65,258</td>
<td>67,185</td>
<td>67,465</td>
<td>68,560</td>
<td>69,249</td>
<td>70,008</td>
<td>70,450</td>
<td>71,052</td>
<td>71,609</td>
<td>72,210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per capita consumption (kg)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Farmers reported significant gains from adopting some or several best-bet strategies, although it has to be recognised that underlying increases in cattle prices have contributed to the reported gains. Further, some of the changes to cattle sales outlined by farmers reflect cattle sales to meet special ‘one-off’ needs (such as weddings) in addition to more or less annual commitments such as education or religious occasions.

Comments included:

- Previously I walked cattle to off-farm grazing in the mountains. Now I have planted elephant grass and paspalum. The paspalum grows very fast and I have it in my garden (for easier cut and carrying). Now I grow 1 ha of paspalum (and some gamal) and still have my rice (< 1 ha). I used to have just two head of cattle; now I have nine (I need about 0.1 ha for forage for each animal, little bit less for young cattle). I can keep the younger ones and fatten them. I have the kandang in the middle of the garden which makes cut and carry and manure management easier. I now sell young cattle for Rp2m more and the bull for Rp5m more (bigger bull and better prices as it is in better condition). Also, the trader comes looking for my cattle which gives me a little more bargaining power and I am no hurry to sell as I have my forage crops. I am looking to rent land to grow more forage. I have been helping others to grow forages too by giving them paspalum cuttings and I mostly sell the gamal poles for planting material for Rp100 each (as there is a lot of demand). Some come here to get it; I send it to others on the bus. About 100 farmers have copied me. Farmer groups and students come to look and copy what I have done.

- Before I had four cows and sold the calves for Rp2.5m each. Now I have eight cows and have sold young cattle at Rp6m. Yes the price of cattle has risen but the cattle I can now sell are bigger and in better condition. The trader now comes to me to seek out the cattle and he sees the quality difference. Other farmers are now following what I am doing.

- I have a bull and two cows. I cut and carry elephant grass. It is a long distance to carry but I have no land close by. I have cocoa but it is too shady for forages. Need 20 kg/day to feed the bull in the kandang. With forages in the garden I can take a short cut and reduce the time required, and the bull fattens faster.

- Before I had just two cows. Now I have three cows, one bull and one calf. I kept a heifer and so had another breeding unit. They’re all healthier—brighter skin colour.

The survey findings from participating kandangs in Central Lombok point to significant productivity gains through lower calf mortality (down from 15% to 5–6%); higher turn-off (given the focus and achievement of ‘a calf from each cow each year’) and higher weaning and sale weights. These gains are attributable to a mix of strategies including controlled mating (and initial bull supply under a Dinas program); improved forage options (enhancing fodder production and quality of fodder); early weaning and preferential feeding of weaned calves and cows before and after calving. The lower calf mortality is worth on average Rp100,000/cow/annum given calf prices of around Rp1m/head.

In addition, several farmers are now using the effluent to produce biogas, a household cost saving not included in the IAT analysis since it was not recognised at the time. The forage technologies favour feeding in kandangs. This provides an opportunity to use the resulting concentrated location of manure for biogas production. One farmer outlined the gains as follows:

continued …
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- Rp100,000 per month was the usual gas bill for each of the two households. Now I supply the two families from biogas. Set up cost was about Rp2m (mixer, tank and piping), and while basic it is quite functional and reliable. This cost was recovered in 10 months. It will last several years before major repairs are needed. I am looking to expand the system to supply other neighbours.

This household expense saving is estimated at Rp0.9m per household per annum (allowing 10% of capital cost for repairs and equipment life of 5 years). If taken up by an estimated 20% of farmers adopting the forage technologies it would increase net household income by some Rp0.2m. Using an estimated 2.5 head of cattle per household, this implies a gain of Rp0.08m per head of cattle owned. These gains suggest that wider adoption can be expected.

2.4.1 Adoption to date

Adoption to date of the best-bet strategies in full or in part is estimated as follows.6

Sumbawa

- From the six best-bet farmers selected in 2006, it is estimated that almost all the farmers in Sumbawa have adopted at least one best-bet strategy. The most evident practice has been the use of the tree legume gamal and lamtoro in the feed ration with the demonstrable evidence the reported virtual conversion of all village roads and tracks to avenues of gamal.7

South Sulawesi

- The 60 best-bet farmers have adopted three of the five practices (better use of existing forages, use of introduced forages, and feed budgeting) (SMAR/2006/061 annual report 2009).

- To date (June 2009), known8 scale-out is around 145 in Bone (around 7.2 scale-out farmers for each best-bet farmer); 33 in Barru (1.16:1) and 44 in Gowa (2.2:1).

Lombok

- Central Lombok
  - Two kandangs used for OGT training plus 12 kandang communities were selected by early 2008 for implementing best-bet strategies with farmers, including the provision of a community bull and funds for part financing of kandang improvements. A further 12 kandang communities have been selected for the second year of the project, with the remaining five to be selected in 2010 — bringing the total for the project to 31. The number of farmers varies between kandangs (estimated range 10–25) as does the average number of cattle per farmer (estimated range 1–4) and herd structure (e.g. cow(s) and calves, bulls for fattening). A significant change as a result of the controlled mating program is the reduction in bull numbers. The participating kandangs are now using 1 bull (which might service 50 cows owned by kandang farmers and be used by ‘satellite farmers’9) compared to the previous free-mating system of 1 bull to 5 or 10 cows.
  - By June 2009, 653 farmers in kandang groups and 385 satellite farmers were reported to have adopted at least one project practice.

---

6 Most of the reported adoption is taken from researcher reports and file notes. In addition, field visits were undertaken by the author in May 2009 to farmers and villages in Barru and Bone, Central Lombok and Mertak.

7 J. Corfield, pers. comm.

8 Known in the sense that best-bet farmers and/or OGTs are able to identify the number of scale-out farmers (SMAR/2006/061 annual report 2009).

9 Satellite farmers are villagers who are not members of the village kandang.
Although there is a ‘good story’ from adoption levels to date, an observer of the adoption of tropical forages by smallholders cannot begin the task of considering the future without recalling the conclusion by Pengelly et al. (2003) that ‘Despite 50 years of involvement in forage research in the tropics, forage adoption has been relatively poor across all tropical farming systems’.

It seems, however, that this time the prognosis might be better. First, adoption is off to a good start. As noted above there are significant numbers of best-bet and scale-out farmers. By all accounts these farmers are expanding their activities and the best-bet strategies they use: there does not seem to be withdrawal or failure. Furthermore, the scale-out farmers appear to be planting larger areas than the best-bet farmers, most likely reflecting their innovativeness and the fact that they can build upon the demonstrated achievements of the best-bet farmers: it is less risky than it was for the best-bet farmers. Also, the best-bet farmers were selected because they were willing to cooperate rather than necessarily being identified as leaders or champions.

2.4.2 Future adoption: issues

A major issue is the level and rate of future adoption of the technologies by smallholders within the villages where the best-bet farmers are located, in other villages and provinces in South Sulawesi and Lombok, and more generally across Indonesia. In addition, other groups within Indonesia may adopt some or part of the ‘best-bet package of options’. These include larger cattle operations, dairy farmers, and owners of goats and buffaloes.

A more general issue is the adoption of the research and extension approach developed and proven through the projects, specifically the participatory approach to identifying options, the information technology to assist that approach and the use of an OGT for extension and monitoring. New ACIAR projects are adopting the approach—for example, forage supply for smallholders in Vietnam, and there appears to be significant interest in applying the approach not only to forages but also more generally to technologies relevant to smallholders—for example, cropping and pasture options for smallholders in eastern Africa.10

---

10 B.C. Pengelly, pers. comm.
Factors identified across the 19 ‘stories’ as ‘vital’ to successful adoption were:

- meeting the needs of farmers
- building relevant partnerships
- understanding the socioeconomic context and skills of farmers
- participatory involvement with farmers and rural communities
- long-term involvement of champions.

These factors are elaborated in Box 2.

Third, the adoption profile of the best-bet strategies and the characteristics of the scale-out farmers would appear to reflect what other researchers of adoption by smallholders have recognised as the formation of coalitions and caution about enshrining extension processes in manuals. Adoption has reflected a variety of information sources and influences. As Cramb (2000) has noted:

- The successful development, dissemination and adoption of improved technologies for smallholders depends on more than careful planning of research and the use of appropriate methodologies in extension. It depends on the timely formation of coalitions of key actors—including key farmers as well as a range of key outsiders, researchers and others—whose interests converge sufficiently that they can focus their resources and efforts on achieving change in agricultural systems, if only locally and only for a period …

- Successful adoption of technology also depends on critical external factors—climatic events, market fluctuations, the availability of subsidies for planting hedgerows, livestock dispersal programs, edicts on land tenure—which enhance (or undermine) the effectiveness of a development coalition in pursuit of its strategy. It also depends on a good deal of luck.

- … A broader and more flexible approach is needed which gives explicit recognition to the role of development coalitions and to the personal, cultural, and political dimensions of coalition-building for technology development.

Fourth, there is empirical support with respect to forages from recent studies of smallholders by Connell et al. (2010):

- Since CIAT introduced planted forages to South-East Asia in 1995, the adoption of managed forages has spread and increased rapidly. Many government and development agencies and NGOs have started to promote the planting of forages so it is difficult to estimate adoption. In 2005, CIAT conducted an adoption study in the areas where CIAT and its local partners had introduced forages in South-East Asia. In these areas alone, there were more than 15,000 smallholder families that were growing and using managed forages.

2.4.3 Future adoption: consideration of the issues

Meeting the needs of farmers

The focus of the best-bet strategies has been on meeting farmers’ needs for forage and increased cattle productivity. This was identified through the initial best-bet strategies and has continued through the subsequent work of the OGTs where the individual farmers’ needs and circumstances are taken account of in developing strategies.

The forage technologies are not overly complex (better management of elephant grass, some new forages, some legume in the ration); they build on existing cut-and-carry systems; they focus on available opportunities, namely backyard production, living fences and other plantings of gamal, lamtoro and turi on paddy bunds; use of crop residues (such as peanut straw); and forage conservation.

Similarly, controlled mating, early weaning and feed budgeting are relatively simple strategies. Furthermore, not all strategies need to be adopted to achieve financial gains.

The overriding incentive is profitability for the adopter and better cash-flow management. Initial and more recent financial modelling and the experience of the best-bet farmers/scale-out farmers attest to the strategies being profitable—indeed they have become more profitable given the improvement in relative returns of cattle compared to rice production.
Meeting the needs of farmers

Grasses were being adopted more quickly and more strongly than legumes. Legumes were regarded as less resilient than grasses under cutting or grazing, benefits were largely long term and grass–legume systems were more complex to manage. Targeted education programs (especially where a tradition of planting legumes was absent), successful demonstrations and favourable profitability were needed. The technology must be applicable – live up to expectations. A key point was that the technology must meet farmers’ needs recognising that needs differ between farmers and regions.

Although success could be achieved when there was a combination of several benefits (such as profitability, rotation and environment) the ‘most successful examples of adoption of forage legumes were unambiguously profitable for the adopter’.

High-yielding grasses to supplement crop residues during the dry season will likely intensify the need for forage legumes to balance the ration, increase the intake of poor-quality forage and avoid the ‘high cost’ of protein concentrates. The challenge is to find trees that can be propagated easily, are highly nutritious and can be pruned intensively.

Building relevant partnerships

All successful cases studies have involved the formation of critical partnerships between farmers and public and private institutions. Reliable seed of high quality in appropriate pack sizes and at reasonable prices was important.

Where vegetative propagation was required, an accessible supply of planting material was essential. In Nusa Tenggara Timur in Indonesia, local village heads, NGOs, church groups, the Dutch administration and government departments all showed great commitment to *L. leucocephala* adoption. Local administrators instituted new regulations creating a favourable policy environment for adoption to proceed (including enforcement of tethering; conditional provision of credit; promotion of cattle husbandry in livestock-distribution schemes).

Partnerships with researchers were an integral part of the successful case studies—researchers needed to be available to solve problems and progress the technology, including achieving diversification through appropriate species and contributing to a more balanced ration.

Timely formation of a flexible coalition of key stakeholders whose interests converge sufficiently so that their joint resources focus on sharing the adoption outcomes, as previously identified by Cramb (2000), was important.

Scaling-up to large numbers of farmers involves working across villages, districts and provinces, and requires alliances with a multitude of institutions working with forages, many of which will have limited expertise. The use of expert decision-making systems (such as ‘Selection of forages for the tropics’) may assist, but they cannot replace the longer-term experience of forage agronomists, especially given the

---

Box 2. Features of successful adoption of new forage technologies: summary of the findings of the review by Shelton et al. (2005)

**Meeting the needs of farmers**

Grasses were being adopted more quickly and more strongly than legumes. Legumes were regarded as less resilient than grasses under cutting or grazing, benefits were largely long term and grass–legume systems were more complex to manage. Targeted education programs (especially where a tradition of planting legumes was absent), successful demonstrations and favourable profitability were needed. The technology must be applicable – live up to expectations. A key point was that the technology must meet farmers’ needs recognising that needs differ between farmers and regions.

Although success could be achieved when there was a combination of several benefits (such as profitability, rotation and environment) the ‘most successful examples of adoption of forage legumes were unambiguously profitable for the adopter’.

High-yielding grasses to supplement crop residues during the dry season will likely intensify the need for forage legumes to balance the ration, increase the intake of poor-quality forage and avoid the ‘high cost’ of protein concentrates. The challenge is to find trees that can be propagated easily, are highly nutritious and can be pruned intensively.

**Building relevant partnerships**

All successful cases studies have involved the formation of critical partnerships between farmers and public and private institutions. Reliable seed of high quality in appropriate pack sizes and at reasonable prices was important.

Where vegetative propagation was required, an accessible supply of planting material was essential. In Nusa Tenggara Timur in Indonesia, local village heads, NGOs, church groups, the Dutch administration and government departments all showed great commitment to *L. leucocephala* adoption. Local administrators instituted new regulations creating a favourable policy environment for adoption to proceed (including enforcement of tethering; conditional provision of credit; promotion of cattle husbandry in livestock-distribution schemes).

Partnerships with researchers were an integral part of the successful case studies—researchers needed to be available to solve problems and progress the technology, including achieving diversification through appropriate species and contributing to a more balanced ration.

Timely formation of a flexible coalition of key stakeholders whose interests converge sufficiently so that their joint resources focus on sharing the adoption outcomes, as previously identified by Cramb (2000), was important.

Scaling-up to large numbers of farmers involves working across villages, districts and provinces, and requires alliances with a multitude of institutions working with forages, many of which will have limited expertise. The use of expert decision-making systems (such as ‘Selection of forages for the tropics’) may assist, but they cannot replace the longer-term experience of forage agronomists, especially given the

---

Continued …
diversity of situations and the resources required to develop and maintain relevant models and current data. Here the intense process of interaction with participating farmers can create challenges for scaling-up to new regions, given the (participatory) process of promoting the technology.

**Understanding and matching the socioeconomic context and skills of farmers**

Specifically, simple innovations are more quickly adopted than complex ones. Where land tenure is uncertain, most researchers reported failure of adoption. Communally grazed lands can create special problems since the incentive for improvement necessitates a broader decision-making basis.

**Participatory involvement with farmers and rural communities**

In response to a lack of participatory involvement with farmers during 40 years of forage-development programs in South-East Asia, Horne et al. (2000) proposed an intensive interactive program of discussion, interviews and on-farm trials jointly conducted with farmers to identify the best solutions to problems identified by farmers. Others have noted that careful selection of participating farmers was important and that good facilitation and communication skills with farmers were essential.

However, flexibility was needed so that farmer innovations could be absorbed into the technology recommendations and passed on. Within the participatory framework, it was important to ensure that accurate and practical information on the technology was readily available and transmitted to farmers using an appropriate vehicle.

**Long term involvement of funders, supporters and farmer champions**

Most successful cases studies have occurred over a long period, e.g. 10–15 years. R&D organisations would need to provide long-term support and greater investment for legume technologies to deliver benefits to farmers. Support will be needed for training and education programs to overcome declining availability of forage-legume expertise and lack of awareness of opportunity for the use of tropical legumes.

Breeding and fattening cattle are typically focused on meeting farm expense spikes (such as fertiliser for rice) or household social or economic obligations (e.g. for religious occasions and payment for education). Better feeding management enables cattle to be sold in better condition and provides the opportunity to fatten more cattle.

Adoption by scale-out farmers reinforces the view that the technology, particularly forage production, is meeting farmers’ needs across different production systems and agroecological regions. Scale-out adoption is of extra significance since it is independent of the OGT input, whereas the best-bet farmers have had intensive support from the OGTs.

**Building relevant partnerships**

A critical element of success to date has been the OGTs. A key question for the future is whether the OGT approach will be adopted (i.e. supported institutionally and financially) by local and provincial governments; whether stronger partnerships will develop between local extension workers and farmers (where these are currently limited) or whether other approaches will emerge. This is the major area of future uncertainty. The now-developed OGT resource appears to be viewed by agencies as valuable but there are questions as to how it will be used and integrated into existing extension systems.
Moreover, there are questions as to the likely effectiveness of training of existing extension resources, given competing demands for their time, a current focus on data collection and limited resourcing to enable effective communication with farmers and farmer groups.

Encouraging indicators of potential success are the extent of current and independent scale-out, at least of increased quantity and quality of forage production, aided by the technology—particularly forage establishment using cuttings and tethering in kandangs; ready integration into existing cropping systems (along banks and bunds, and in backyards); identifiable labour savings and quick response in cattle condition and growth (and associated profitability). They suggest that significant adoption will occur even in the absence of a formal or institutional extension services, especially given recent and expected increases in cattle prices. The experience in Sumbawa supports this view. Furthermore, the influence of other informal extension mechanisms such as family and relatives, sharefarmers (who might own a few or even 50 cattle managed by other farmers in the village) and cattle buyers is already apparent.

Nonetheless, adoption would be facilitated by stronger support from governments and government agencies. Traditional views that rice growing is a priority land use, that a larger cattle herd rather than turn-off is the appropriate means of increasing smallholder incomes, and that existing extension services are adequate and priorities appropriate, will likely act as a brake on adoption. Despite the best efforts of individual researchers and managers within the current projects, and support from some extension agencies, a major change in overall policy direction seems doubtful at this stage.

Understanding the socioeconomic context and skills of farmers

While the technologies developed are relatively simple, some of them, such as the shift to early weaning and associated preferential feeding, and pre- and post-calving nutrition, are more involved in the sense that the gains take longer to become evident. Observations of scale-out to date (albeit limited) point to farmers (particularly on South Sulawesi) readily adopting the simple forage-production technologies, with other cattle management strategies coming later, or yet to be evident.

The best-bet strategies meet the challenges created by communal grazing in a direct way since they empower individual farmers to supply forage when very little is available from overgrazed communal areas such as village commons and roadsides.

Participatory involvement with farmers and rural communities

A key step in the projects was the participatory approach and involvement of farmers in the development of the best-bet strategies and in the implementation of those strategies with the best-bet farmers. But there are differences in the strategies individual farmers have adopted, most likely reflecting differing circumstances and awareness of the gains from specific strategies. Field observations suggest that farmers are modifying the strategies to meet specific situations, implying that the technologies have application across a broad range of production environments.

To date, a range of mechanisms has been used (and foreshadowed) to create awareness and promote the technology. These include the OGTs and their activities (including field days and fact sheets), working with local government extension services, and some media coverage (including TV). Moreover, adopting farmers have become the promoters of the technology and suppliers of forage cuttings and seeds, factors which almost universally facilitate adoption.

Long-term involvement of champions

Although it is too early to venture whether ‘champions’ will be a feature of the future, it is already clear that champions are emerging from among the best-bet farmers. There appear to be three types: those who utilise the technology to its fullest (planting all available areas and a diverse range of forages); those who freely give to others planting material; and those who promote the strategies while making only limited use of the technology themselves. These champions complement each other and there is every reason to think that the current and new champions will feature in enhancing adoption levels.

2.4.4 Project planning enhances adoption

Both the current South Sulawesi and the Lombok project participants recognise the importance of future adoption if these (and the preceding) projects are to achieve their ultimate objectives. As part of their annual
2.4.5 Adoption profile over time

Adoption of agricultural technologies across farm populations the world over is generally held to reflect a normal distribution over time: first innovators, then early adopters, are followed by an early majority, a later majority and a group of non-adopters. Although there is limited research on the adoption profile of smallholders, the foregoing pattern seems plausible.

Such an adoption profile is likely to characterise uptake of the integrated crop–livestock technologies of the seven projects. Current research in projects SMAR/2006/061 and SMAR/2006/096 will provide further guidance on these issues, given its focus on the reasons that have influenced adoption by best-bet and scale-out farmers.

The general adoption profile has been characterised as follows (Figure 5):

- innovators: the best-bet farmers, in the sense that they have been the first to adopt the technologies and have adopted a wide range of the technologies
- early adopters: the scale-out farmers, although these are more typically the innovators as they have adopted the technologies through their own observation, research and evaluation
- early majority: the next group of adopters and proportionately a major group. This group can be expected to follow from the experiences of the best-bet and scale-out farmers and access resources from these groups; they posses a general eagerness to adopt changes, especially with support from others in the community, including household members. As well as farmers adopting technologies on their own farms, it is probable that new production systems will develop, such as leasing land, local markets in forages and assorted conservation techniques.
- late majority: this group, also proportionately significant, tend to be later adopters because they perceive the challenges to be greater and the risks higher
- non-adopters: some farmers may not adopt any of the technologies. It could be because tradition dominates or they perceive that they already have adequate access to forage.

![Figure 5. Estimated profile for adoption of new crop–livestock technologies by smallholders in South Sulawesi and Lombok, Indonesia](image-url)
Table 6. Factors affecting future adoption of forage technologies in Indonesia: review by current project teams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>South Sulawesi</th>
<th>Lombok</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Factors driving current scale-out</strong></td>
<td><strong>Evidence of success that can be seen by farmers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Success of ‘best-bet’ (BB) farmers</td>
<td>• Positive competition between groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Strategic BB location (with good access)</td>
<td>• Good perception of the ACIAR program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Farmers’ ability to interact and communicate</td>
<td>• Willingness (and motivation) to change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Family relationship</td>
<td>• Experience and foresight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Initial image/rumours</td>
<td>• Intensive communication from farmer to farmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Farmers impressed with new things</td>
<td>• Field visit / study tour from new farmer group to established project farmer group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Experienced BB farmers</td>
<td>• Increase in the number of project or champion farmers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Farmers always try something new</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Farmer status in the society</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Collaboration and hard work of the on-ground teams (OGTs)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Socialisation by OGTs and extension workers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• BB farmers actively deliver information to other farmers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Good strategic location of BB activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Constraints to scale-out</strong></td>
<td><strong>Limited resources</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Some farmers do not share information and resources</td>
<td>• Farmers who keep their tradition or mindset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Competition among farmers</td>
<td>• Too dependent on external incentive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Farmers are too busy and have limited resources</td>
<td>• Internal conflict within farmer group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Remote / isolated location</td>
<td>• Farmers who adopt a wait-and-see attitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• BB farmers not active and less confident</td>
<td>• Resource availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Egoism</td>
<td>• Land ownership (some farmers don’t have land)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Field condition</td>
<td>• Less motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Information is not appropriately delivered (too broad/deep)</td>
<td>• Uncertainty around animal security (at provincial level)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Suggestions to boost scale-out</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Support from government, society and farmer leaders</td>
<td>• Information from farmers to farmers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Incentive to farmers</td>
<td>• The role of society leaders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Other public activities e.g. religious activity, family, trade/other job, strengthening of institutions</td>
<td>• Farmer field days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Farmer visits</td>
<td>• Find the key person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Workshops</td>
<td>• Establish centre to visit (e.g. nursery)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Collaboration with other relevant institutions</td>
<td>• Appropriate publications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Training to extension workers in other villages and subdistricts</td>
<td>• Government policy (central and regional levels)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Establish nurseries in each village and subdistrict</td>
<td>• Easy access to information: need posters, leaflets, video, newspaper, TV, internet and other networking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Collaboration with local government for dissemination of information</td>
<td>• Need support for farmers to get extra capital (e.g. microfinance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Use of BB location as a destination for government program visits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Meeting with farmer groups and farmer visits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: projects SMAR2006/061 and SMAR/2006/096 annual reports 2009
There are four further issues in addition to this generalised adoption profile.

First, the technologies are a bundle of technologies that, although interrelated, can to some extent be adopted individually. Farmers seem likely to adopt new forages and better management of existing forages first, followed by other technologies such as livestock management later. Thus there is, in practice, a separate adoption profile for each of the technologies. Specifically, 'forage first' is mostly the emphasis in South Sulawesi; Lombok is 'mating first', mostly because mating is seen by farmers as more of a constraint to production, there was stronger emphasis on breeding by previous researchers and a land limitation is viewed as making 'forage wins' harder.

Second, the time frame of adoption must be considered. With scale-out now following the best-bet farmers, the central issue will be how long it takes for the early majority to adopt at least some of the technologies. Considered from the perspective of the proportion of the smallholder population that could adopt the technologies, it is estimated that the adoption proportion on South Sulawesi, in the absence of significant institutional investment in extension, might reach 5% (nearly 11,000 farmers) in a decade. A similar rate is estimated for Lombok). The estimated slow rate of adoption recognises that while the technologies are attractive to farmers, there are a great many villages to cover with limited extension services (assuming no OGTs) and the next group of farmers is unlikely to be as innovative and seeking of change as the scale-out farmers to date. Further, the issues facing potential adopters may not be as well answered as has been the case to date. Finally, there are likely to be some farmers who never adopt the technology.

Third, there is the role of institutional extension services. To date, the OGTs have been the dominant extension provider. The future role of the OGTs and the government extension services is less clear. However, a continuing or greater supporting role from either or both groups, plus more general government support and encouragement for improving cattle productivity, can be expected to hasten adoption, possibly considerably. This would bring forward the whole adoption profile rather than changing the shape of the adoption curve itself. Given continuing support of OGTs or equivalent services, for both training and supporting general extension workers and more general policy support, it is estimated that the adoption curve could be brought forward by 5 years. This would imply that, by 2018, 16% of farmers (some 34,000 farmers) on South Sulawesi will have adopted one of the technologies, with a similar adoption level on Lombok.

In one sense, these estimates of adoption seem modest, if not disappointing. On the other hand, in the context of past adoption of tropical forage R&D findings, they are substantial. Moreover, the adoption profile of farmers, including most likely smallholders in Asia, shows that the early majority and late majority segments are where the rapid rate of adoption occurs.

There are other potential risks to adoption that have not been considered here. These might include pest risks not yet identified (but minimised through encouraging multiple species); a change in relative cattle and rice returns (favouring labour diversion to rice); a significant drop in cattle returns or policy interventions that encourage farmers to hold cattle without an emphasis on improved nutrition and management. Conversely, cattle prices might improve further, hastening the rate of adoption.

Nevertheless (although not necessarily in contrast), some reviews of adoption by smallholders have suggested that ‘in contrast to the notion of “transfer of technology”, there is no unambiguous, one-way progression in the research, extension and adoption process’. Furthermore, there are varying degrees of experimentation as farmers adapt technology. The latter is particularly pertinent in the present context as there is the option for farmers to adopt only part of the research output of the project, now or in the future.

2.5 Impact assessment

2.5.1 Approach to estimating economic welfare changes

ACIAR’s guidelines for impact assessment (Davis et al. 2008) require that ‘economic surplus analysis should be used where possible’.

The key parameters for the analysis are:

- initial price and quantity
- price elasticity of the demand and supply functions at the initial price and quantity
- shifts in supply due to the adoption of the R&D, i.e. the cost reduction or the productivity gain measured as a cost reduction.

An alternative often-used approach, especially where there are limited data for elasticities of supply and demand, is to estimate gross annual research benefits. Put simply, this approach measures the productivity gain, cost saving or income gain multiplied by the pre-R&D quantity of output. It underestimates the potential gains, since there is no allowance for producer response and, because of that, it does not permit analysis of the distribution of the gains between producers and consumers.

A partial equilibrium approach has been used in the present analysis since the supply response by farmers is relevant and the distribution of the prospective benefits between farmers and consumers is thus potentially important.

In the present analysis the population of smallholders has been disaggregated into smallholders on Sumbawa, South Sulawesi and Lombok. Figure 6 shows the conceptual basis for measuring the benefits of the R&D for each of the regions. $P_0$ and $Q_0$ represent initial (essentially current) prices and quantities for cattle supplied by smallholders; $k$ is the derived cost reduction (derived from the measured productivity gain $j$) and $P_1$ and $Q_1$ represent the new price and output levels following adoption of the R&D. Demand and supply are presented as linear functions, with the cost reduction assumed to result in a parallel (downwards) shift in the supply curve.

Consumer surplus (CS), producer surplus (PS) and total surplus (TS) have been measured in the standard fashion:

- $\Delta CS = P_0^*Q_0^*Z^* (1 + 0.5*Z^*\eta)$
- $\Delta PS = P_0^*Q_0^*(K - Z) * (1 + 0.5*Z^*\eta)$
- $\Delta TS = P_0^*Q_0^*K^* (1 + 0.5*Z^*\eta)$

where $K$ is the vertical shift of the supply function ($k$) expressed as a proportion of the initial price, $\eta$ is the absolute value of the elasticity of demand, $\dot{\epsilon}$ is the elasticity of supply, and $Z = K\dot{\epsilon}/(\dot{\epsilon} + \eta)$ is the reduction in price, relative to its initial (i.e. pre-research) value, due to the supply shift (Alston et al. 1998).

In measuring the supply increase (and associated economic welfare gains) resulting from the forage R&D a forecast adoption profile (without and with additional extension support) has been used in estimating the welfare gains in each year.

**Figure 6.** Measurement of R&D gains: producer and consumer surplus
2.5.2 Parameter values

Initial price

Prices for cattle owned/sold by smallholders differ according to the animals' age, sex and condition. Moreover, prices have risen in recent years (Section 2.3.2). Nonetheless, real prices are forecast to remain at least at current levels in the medium term. Current average prices for cattle sold are estimated to be around Rp5m per head.

Given that most beef cattle are sold to traders, or through traders in local markets, for subsequent processing and consumption in Kalimantan, prices are much the same in both South Sulawesi and Lombok.

Initial quantity

Cattle on South Sulawesi and Lombok are estimated to total close to 1.4 million head (Table 7). The cattle population on Sumbawa is put at 102,000. In addition to smallholder beef cattle in these regions, some aspects of the forage R&D technologies and strategies will be directly applicable to smallholders owning buffalo and goats, and more generally to other cattle owners in these regions and elsewhere, specifically larger beef farmers and dairy farmers. However, the prime focus of the R&D has been smallholders and that is also the focus of this economic assessment.

Table 7. Cattle numbers in South Sulawesi and Lombok, Indonesia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>South Sulawesi</th>
<th>Lombok</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cattle numbers</td>
<td>669,000⁴</td>
<td>700,000⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of cattle managed by smallholders⁶</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number cattle/smallerholder⁷</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of smallholders with cattle</td>
<td>214,080</td>
<td>224,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: ⁴ Rachmat Rahman, pers. comm.; ⁵, ⁶ estimated by IDA from information collected on field visits.

The relevant initial quantity in each subsequent year is the proportion of cattle managed by smallholders influenced by awareness of the technologies through farmer-to-farmer contact, media, extension and advisory services and other policy interventions by local or regional authorities. As discussed in Section 2.4.5, this proportion will increase over time in response to the spread of technology through word-of-mouth, local and regional farmer groups and agency extension, and policy in support of adoption. The implications of two levels of extension support have been examined: limited extension (‘more of the same’) and an expanded extension investment of additional OTG personnel supported by policy within the respective local and regional agencies. It is estimated that around one-third of the smallholders who manage cattle in the regions will adopt the forage technologies in the next three decades, with adoption affecting about one-third of the cattle herd (Figure 7). This may be conservative, given the low cost of applying some of the technologies and the scale-out evident to date, but the history of forage technology adoption, as well as the possibility of forage crop disease outbreaks and land and resource constraints, suggest this conservatism is justified. The principal effects of additional extension support a faster rate of adoption, although the maximum level of adoption is still expected to be around 33% of the cattle herd.

Additional extension is presumed to affect the rate and level of adoption. This is by no means a certainty in terms of timing or overall impact as there are constraints to progress. In particular:

- ‘institutionalising’ the new management practices and strategies will be difficult given the competing institutional priorities of government policy and extension services (such as the emphasis on artificial insemination and exotic beef breeds)
- overcoming the cow numbers objective (rather than the income of smallholders)
- addressing the relative merits of approaches to extension given budget constraints (for example, short sessions for many smallholders to stimulate interest and opportunities, compared with an ongoing mentoring network with a focus on participatory processes).
Price elasticity of demand

Previous studies of the Indonesian beef-cattle industry have suggested that an own-price elasticity for retail beef demand in Indonesia of −1.09 (short run) to −1.43 (long run) (Hadi et al. 2002)\(^\text{14}\), with another study (incorporating later data but focused on the province of Bali) suggesting a demand elasticity of −0.9 (Ambarawati et al. 2003).

However, these studies related to the 1990s when there were both tariff and non-tariff restrictions on the supply of imported beef, fewer live cattle imports and, in the late 1990s, the Asian financial crisis, which resulted in a substantial drop in both live cattle and beef imports into Indonesia. Imports rebounded in 2000 and continued to grow, given both population growth and the income elasticity of beef demand. Furthermore, the estimates relate to beef demand in Indonesia in aggregate:

smallholders in South Sulawesi and Lombok are one source of supply and hence the demand for cattle faced by these smallholders is correspondingly more elastic.\(^\text{15}\)

The estimated price elasticity of demand for cattle facing smallholders on South Sulawesi and Lombok reflects:

- the derived demand for cattle given elasticity estimates for beef (assumed equal, given very little opportunity for substitution for cattle in the beef supply chain)
- the South Sulawesi–Lombok share of Indonesian cattle (estimated at 13%, i.e. 1.5 million of 11.5 million head)
- the smallholder share of South Sulawesi–Lombok cattle production (estimated at 80%)
- local (Indonesian) beef production as a share of total beef supply (local cattle, live imports plus imported beef).

\(^{14}\) Not surprisingly this study consequently found that an improvement in production efficiency in the native breeding and fattening industry (across the whole of Indonesia) would lead to some increase in supply but also a resulting significant fall in prices to consumers and farmers.

\(^{15}\) Technically, the price elasticity of demand measures the proportionate quantity change in response to a proportionate price change—thus a product characterised by highly elastic demand means that a small price response will lead to a large change in the quantity demanded. It also means that a large change in quantity supplied is required before there is a change in price.
Local beef production is estimated at 283,000 tonnes in 2006–07, about 62% of total supply (Figure 8). Live imports from Australia totalled 517,000 head in 2006–07 (and increased to 650,000 in 2007–08). In 2006–07, beef imports (from Australia and New Zealand) totalled nearly 40,000 tonnes, increasing to almost 60,000 tonnes in 2007–08.

There is a degree of contention as to whether the local share of beef supply will rise or fall. The Indonesian Government has a policy of increasing the degree of self-sufficiency.\(^\text{16}\)\(^\text{17}\) Beef demand continues to increase with rising incomes and population growth. Live-cattle imports and beef imports have risen significantly in recent years while supplies from local cattle have risen only slightly.\(^\text{18}\) Moreover, it is expected that beef imports from Brazil will commence in the near future once import protocols are established. Also, the government is reported to be planning to open beef trading with the Netherlands and Ireland. The Australian beef industry, through Meat and Livestock Australia, has said that it anticipates making a major investment to promote meat and live-cattle exports to Indonesia. These additional imports are expected to lower local beef prices.

This analysis has used the average local beef production market share in the past 3 years (68%) as indicative of the future. On this basis, the elasticity of demand facing smallholders on South Sulawesi and Lombok is estimated at –14.\(^\text{19}\)

Note that if the R&D technologies have application to the rest of Indonesia then the price elasticity of demand faced by the combined total of smallholders would be lower.

**Elasticity of supply**

There is limited formal analysis of the supply responsiveness of smallholders to changes in prices. Typically, cattle production by smallholders is reported to be driven primarily by non-price influences—a means of saving for special events. However, anecdotal evidence suggests that smallholders respond in a positive way to higher cattle prices. The rise in prices in recent years has seen increased interest in cattle production, and higher cattle prices have encouraged a greater interest in applying the strategies identified in the R&D reported here. Equally, higher prices can lead to a reduction in the breeding herd as farmers seek to gain the benefit of higher prices, especially if these prices are regarded as short term. Studies undertaken a decade ago report a low supply elasticity of between 0.7 and 1.06 (Hadi et al. 2002). A smallholder supply elasticity of 1 has been used in the analysis, which means that a 1% increase in price at the farm gate can be expected to lead to a 1% increase in cattle supply.

There are constraints to expanding beef production in South Sulawesi and Lombok. These include land and labour shortages, the former especially on Lombok where available land consists primarily of small backyards and rice paddy bunds. On South Sulawesi there appears to be more land that could be used for tropical forages—backyards that are currently used for tethered grazing on native grasses.

The land and labour constraints are likely the explanation for the low supply elasticity as historically measured. However, in the context of the R&D, the

\(^{16}\) Minister of Agriculture Anton Apriyantono has outlined that the new law (passed in May 2009) emphasises the development of millions of small- and medium-scale cattle farms by encouraging farmers to cooperate with plantations, fisheries and the forestry sector, in order to take advantage of synergies when raising cattle, such as grazing cattle on unused land. The ministry will also continue to provide funds to farmers to buy cattle and increase beef production (although this is not covered by the new legislation). In addition, the new law widens the potential source of imports to include countries with zones free from foot-and-mouth disease (FMD), such as Brazil and Uruguay. (Previously imports were restricted to FMD-free countries, and Australia and New Zealand in particular.) The new law also extends the time to reach the goal of self-sufficiency from 2010 to 2014.

\(^{17}\) Farmers doubt animal husbandry law will significantly raise beef production, Jakarta Post, 24 May 2009. At \(<http://www.thejakartaglobe.com/business/farmers-doubt-animal-husbandry-law-will-significantly-raise-beef-production/276922>\>

\(^{18}\) Significantly, as demonstrated to date, a fundamental constraint to expanding smallholder beef production will be forage and fodder production.

\(^{19}\) Derived as follows

| Price elasticity of beef demand | a | –1 |
| Cattle share of beef supply | b | Fixed |
| Herd size: South Sulawesi and Lombok | c | 1.5 million |
| Herd size: Indonesia | d | 11.5 million |
| Smallholder share of production | e | 80% |
| Local cattle share of total beef supply | f | 68% |
| Price elasticity of demand | \(=\frac{a}{c/d}ef\) | –14 |
2.6 Benefit flows (economic, environmental and social)

2.6.1 Economic benefits

Expressed in net present value (NPV) terms, if there were strong policy support, the adoption of the forage R&D technologies could return an estimated A$1,300m in total economic benefits (Table 8) and about A$1,000m in the absence of such support. Virtually all the gain would flow to producers (93%) since the impact on the consumer price is quite small, reflecting the highly elastic demand faced by producers.

These gains are substantial and are driven by a combination of the increase in annual cash gain to farmers (measured as rupiah per head of cattle owned) and the number of cattle owned (farmers adopting the technologies). Take, for example, the year 2025 for which

best-bet strategies are targeted at precisely these constraints and from field observation appear to be successful. Underutilised back- (and front-) yards are being planted to forage plots and bunds are being planted with tree legumes. Further, the cut-and-carry option created by growing forages near the home/kandang also helps overcome the labour constraint since it substitutes for labour required to walk animals to grazing areas or carry cut fodder from other areas. Thus, a supply elasticity of 1 is likely to be conservative given the options created by the R&D itself.

For South Sulawesi and Lombok, an average of scenarios 3, 4 and 5, i.e. an annual cash gain of Rp2.09m (around A$270) is assumed. This is a very substantial annual gain given the average end-of-year cash balance is around Rp3m.

For Sumbawa, an average of scenarios 5, 7 and 8 has been used, i.e. an annual cash gain of Rp0.54m (A$70).

Productivity gain, cost reductions

The extent of productivity gain by farmers adopting some or all of the best-bet strategies has yet to be measured systematically across the original best-bet farmers or scale-out farmers. For present purposes the reported gains under the IAT analysis (updated to 2009 cattle prices) (Section 2.3.2) and supported by field discussions, plus the household cost savings from biogas production of around Rp0.1 per head owned have been used.

For South Sulawesi and Lombok, an average of scenarios 3, 4 and 5, i.e. an annual cash gain of Rp2.09m (around A$270) is assumed. This is a very substantial annual gain given the average end-of-year cash balance is around Rp3m.

For Sumbawa, an average of scenarios 5, 7 and 8 has been used, i.e. an annual cash gain of Rp0.54m (A$70).

the R&D applies to an estimated 115,000 cattle owned by smallholders. For South Sulawesi and Lombok the annual gain is estimated at Rp2.09m per head of cattle owned—about A$270 per head owned. This gives, in that year, a total benefit of around A$31m. When discounted back to 2009 values, the gain is about A$14m.

The gains from additional investment in extension are also substantial—around A$290m, noting that these are the estimated gross gains and do not include the cost of additional extension. On the basis of the estimates made of the gains from additional extension, the Indonesian authorities could justify investing up to A$290m (NPV equivalent) in additional extension over the next 30 years. A key point in regard to extension is that there is little commercial or market-driven incentive for promoting adoption of the forage and cattle management technologies. Since the forages can be grown from cuttings there is not the usual incentive for commercial seed companies to promote the forage types. Furthermore, for the cattle management strategies there is again no commercial incentive for product or service providers.

2.6.2 Spillover benefits

Other farmers

The quantitative impact assessment has focused on the benefits to smallholder farmers in three regions in Indonesia. However, the technologies also have application to:

- smallholders with buffalo and goats
- smallholder cattle farmers in other regions of Indonesia that face the same challenges
- larger-scale farmers for whom feed supplies are, or could be, provided or supplemented by forages
- smallholders in other countries.

Extension systems: the OGT experience

A key feature of the projects has been the experience of the OGT approach to extension. This model can be expected to have significant application in future advisory structures for new forages as well as other technologies for smallholders in Indonesia. Given its success, it can be expected to be examined, trialled and adopted in research projects in other countries. The expected benefit can be viewed as a greater probability of adoption, and faster and more widespread adoption.

Environmental

Changes in cattle feeding brought about by the planting new forages can be expected to have an impact on the environment.

The new forages primarily enable backyard forage production. This practice substitutes for grazing upland areas unsuited to cropping. The upland areas, typically grazed day after day, can be expected to revert to native bushland with an associated reduction in land degradation and erosion. Further, backyard production of new forages often substitutes for under-utilised backyard areas. Observations from the field trips revealed a surprising level of conversion of backyards from unused and weedy plots used for low productivity grazing to initially small but increasing areas of significant forage production. In a few instances forages are being grown in front yards and gardens—again indicative of the pay-offs.

The new forages also substitute for cut and carrying of local species. This could lead to a reduction in cutting on communal areas and roadsides. Equally, as is apparent in some situations, the opportunity offered by the new forages has seen roadsides, creek banks and other areas become new forage production areas. In areas where there is cutting of existing species such as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Consumer benefits (A$m)</th>
<th>Producer benefits (A$m)</th>
<th>Total benefits (A$m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without additional extension</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>942</td>
<td>1,010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With additional extension</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>1,221</td>
<td>1,308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain from additional extension</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: IDA estimates
2.6.4 Investment returns to R&D

The investment, noting that adoption in a major way has yet to occur, appears to offer a high rate of return. The internal rate of return (IRR) is estimated at around 20% and the benefit:cost ratio to be greater than 20:1 (Table 9), even allowing for a significant investment in future extension activities of around Rp5,000m per annum post 2011 for 30 years and beyond (as either new extension funding or reprioritising of existing extension services). This extension investment, in present value terms, is about equal to the total R&D investment to date.

If the extension investment is increased to Rp15,000m per annum to achieve a faster rate of adoption, the investment return is higher with an estimated IRR of around 22%.

Relative to the costs, the potential benefits are very high, even recognising the conservative approach adopted in the analysis. One major reason is that the adoption costs for farmers are low. Growing the new forages or improved management of existing forages is primarily about labour inputs: planting material is obtained from other farmers or the initial nurseries. There are few purchased inputs apart from some nitrogenous fertiliser and again there is potential to better utilise manure from the kandangs. This low adoption cost has assisted adoption to date and can be expected to continue to do so.

The future investment in extension is a major uncertainty. The above estimate of the future investment in extension (Rp15,000m per annum) compares with Rp100m made available to each of 10,000 villages under the 2008 agropolitant village business program (PUAP) to support the accelerated development of the agricultural sector through revolving capital provided to villages.20

Furthermore, the extension system is not well documented, making it difficult to identify current and prospective policy commitments, the relative role of livestock feeding and management (especially relative to breeding and increasing the number of cattle owners)

---

and the capacity for reprioritising existing extension services. The analysis that is available is relevant to understanding the context of extension in overall government programs but it is usually dated.\(^\text{21}\)

Nonetheless, the apparent ‘latest thinking’ is that since the municipalities are not viable economic units for delivering extension services, the extension responsibilities should be moved back to the provincial level. In Indonesia, extension services have been marginalised because most district governments, irrespective of national policy, have certain priorities for generating quick revenues, and agricultural extension, unlike estate crops or livestock, generally gives longer rather than shorter term returns, and so is not considered as a priority.\(^\text{22}\)

Indonesia has successfully established new institutions called Agricultural Technology Assessment Institutes at provincial level, bringing together farmers, researchers and extension specialists. FAO remarked that this model is so far the best hope for research and extension to work not only hand-in-hand but also with full involvement of farmers, extension services and other stakeholders.\(^\text{23}\)

Another consideration is whether the extension model might be better viewed in a broader context. One of the challenges for facilitating adoption is selecting the appropriate approach, given the context of the technologies involved and the skills, resources and other characteristics of the farmers and their families. In one sense, the adoption of the forage-supply and cattle-management technologies could be seen as traditional technology transfer. However, as Birner et al. (2006) have argued:

Past experiences clearly show that importing standardized models of extension to a new context is not a promising strategy, even when the imported models are viewed as ‘best practice’. What is important is to build capacity among policy planners and extension managers to identify modes of providing and financing extension that best fit the specific conditions and development priorities of their country.

Birner et al. (2006) further suggest that the extension model should be more encompassing of knowledge and innovation generally and thus include a broad view of advisory services (to include non-governmental organisations, corporate and other private sector service/material providers as well as government extension services). It should include integration of agricultural research, agricultural extension and agricultural education. Moreover, the context should extend well beyond the farmer per se to include the family and local community interest groups. The key emphasis of the approach is viewing the development and capacity of advisory services within a demand-driven framework.

The project to date has considered and incorporated aspects of this approach. What is more important, however, is future extension activity; that is, whether an appropriate approach is an expanded and enhanced traditional extension capacity (recognising the experiences and capacity of the OGT in the project), as has been generally foreshadowed, or whether a broader consideration of the issue is warranted. Such considerations lie outside the scope of this study.

\(^{21}\) See, for example, ‘Agricultural extension In Indonesia’ (circa 1991). At <http://www.mamud.com/Docs/03indoext.pdf>


---

**Table 9. Investment returns to R&D and extension for selected forage projects in Indonesia**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Without additional extension</th>
<th>With additional extension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Present value (PV) of benefits</td>
<td>$1,010m</td>
<td>$1,308m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV of costs</td>
<td>$23m</td>
<td>$48m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net present value (5% discount rate)</td>
<td>$989m</td>
<td>$1,270m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefit:cost ratio</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal rate of return</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: IDA estimates
In this analysis, the estimated fiscal commitment to extension reflects the size of the investment relative to the potential gains in improving farmers’ cash flow rather than the returns at the margin of investing in additional extension support.

Of key importance is that the above analysis suggests that the potential returns from adopting the forage R&D technologies are substantial and that a significant extension investment can be made to ensure even a modest rate of adoption, to hasten adoption and to increase adoption above the 30% of the herd assumed in this analysis. Finally, the investment returns estimated in the above analysis are likely to be conservative since:

- the maximum level of adoption is put at 30% (achieved over 30 years)
- application of the technologies to smallholders in other areas of Indonesia is not included, nor are the prospective gains to larger-scale livestock raisers
- dairy farmers and smallholders raising buffalo and goats also stand to gain since the technologies (forage production and livestock management) have a high degree of ready applicability to these livestock enterprises.

The impact assessment period is defined as 30 years. However, the benefits are likely to extend beyond that period since there is unlikely to be disadoption. It is possible that new forage species might be developed but even in that case the adoption of those species will be influenced by the experiences, and formal and informal knowledge systems within the farming and education community. The ACIAR work will thus have lasting benefits. These lasting benefits have been included as the annuity value for future benefits (and any costs) in the final year of the impact, as outlined in Davis et al. (2008).

2.6.5 Sensitivity analysis

Project factors

There is a degree of uncertainty about the following three factors that underpin the estimated returns.

- **Cash-flow gains at the farm level.** This is especially so given the substantial difference between the IAT-modelled gains on Sumbawa and South Sulawesi, and the extent to which adoption is likely to reflect only some of the best-bet strategies.

Similarly, there is uncertainty about the cash-flow gains on Lombok, given that the IAT model was not applied in the ACIAR research projects there (i.e. the parameter values were not estimated). In the current assessment the gains on Lombok were, on the basis of field discussions, estimated to be the same as those on South Sulawesi.

- **The eventual level of adoption.** The effect of extension is important, given doubts about both the availability of funds and the effectiveness of future extension, with the possible consequence that the strategies are applied to a smaller proportion of the herd.

- **The durability of the project achievements.** This should be considered in the context of other future developments that might substitute for the project findings. The base-case analysis reports benefits out to the year 2038 (i.e. a 30-year interval) plus the perpetuity value of benefits forever after that year. There is the question of whether the level of adoption would increase above the 30% of the herd and over what period, or whether it might in fact decline though research depreciation or disadoption; that is, diminutions of a research benefit reflecting, for example in a general context, susceptibility of a crop variety to disease, or obsolescence due to changes in market circumstances. In the case of the ACIAR Indonesian forage projects, depreciation factors could include changes in relative farm-product returns that favoured crops over forage-based livestock production; structural change in the beef industry (for example, large-scale holdings based on feedstuffs apart from local forages, but recognising that the project technologies may have significant applicability to large holdings) or substitution of local beef production with imports or other meats. Although the forage technologies are path breaking in the sense of bringing a potentially much more applicable approach to forage production/adoption, the technologies are not of themselves a new threshold of knowledge that will necessarily underlie all future development. Another factor is the potential for improved savings options for smallholders. Given the importance of cattle as a store of savings and short-term wealth accumulation an improved savings system could see a decline in interest in cattle production. For the sensitivity analysis, the benefits past the year 2038 have been excluded.

The impact assessment period is defined as 30 years. However, the benefits are likely to extend beyond that period since there is unlikely to be disadoption. It is possible that new forage species might be developed but even in that case the adoption of those species will be influenced by the experiences, and formal and informal knowledge systems within the farming and education community. The ACIAR work will thus have lasting benefits. These lasting benefits have been included as the annuity value for future benefits (and any costs) in the final year of the impact, as outlined in Davis et al. (2008).
More conservative approaches for the first two of the above factors reduce the expected pay-off (Table 10).

- Both factors reduce the investment returns. The value of benefits falls substantially and, as a consequence, so does the benefit:cost ratio.
- Of the two factors, the lower cash gain has the greater effect.
- Taken together the two scenarios reduce the investment return from 20% to around 15%, but this still exceeds required benchmark return (discount rate) of 5%, suggesting that the base-case analysis is robust.

The third factor—excluding the potential benefits (and costs) past 30 years, substantially reduces the estimated potential net benefits. The present value of benefits falls twofold while the costs fall by around 20%. Accordingly, the benefit:cost ratio falls significantly. The estimated IRR changes only marginally from 19% to 18%, but since this fall in investment return applies permanently it takes on more significance.

Discount rates

The base-case analysis uses a 5% discount rate. The results of sensitivity analyses using a 1% and 10% discount rates are reported in Table 11.

The ACIAR investment returns remain high at alternative discount rates. At a 10% discount rate the investment is estimated to return a NPV of around A$220m.

2.6.6 Social benefits

To date, no formal analysis of the social benefits arising from the R&D and its adoption by the small number of smallholders has been undertaken. Neither has a quantitative assessment of future social benefits that would flow from wider adoption. However, several observations are pertinent:

- Analysis of family incomes as part of the initial research and IAT development estimated household living expenses at Rp500,000 per month for a two-adult, two-child family. Estimated cash flow gains of Rp2,000,000 per annum suggest that adoption of the technologies could increase household income by 20–25%. Such an increase is consistent with comments made during the field visits, individual farmers reporting significant increases in disposable income and increased capacity to meet special-event expenditure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 10. Sensitivity of the estimated returns on investment to project factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Base</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Without additional extension</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present value (PV) benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV of costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net present value (5% discount rate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefit:cost ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal rate of return</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: IDA estimates
About 60% of the past investment dollars in the project areas were provided by ACIAR, and the balance through in-kind or other funding of the research and extension agencies—predominantly CSIRO, the University of Queensland, Balai Pengkajian Teknologi Pertanian and the universities in Indonesia.

Earlier forages R&D also needs to be recognised, especially the work within CIAT and national agencies such as CSIRO. It has not been possible to identify or cost these contributions as part of this analysis.

Also, there are future costs in terms of extension, particularly if the extension effort is to be increased. This investment, if it is made, will change the relative contributions between R&D and extension from around 50% R&D 50% extension to 25% R&D 75% extension.\(^{24}\)

In terms of attribution of the 50% R&D investment, identifying the opportunities, developing forage- and cattle-management strategies and demonstrating the importance and effectiveness of ground-level extension has clearly come from CSIRO through the ACIAR funding. The ACIAR investment was necessary since the R&D was required and it appears unlikely that others would have funded the level of R&D activity, especially given the past experiences of tropical-forage R&D investments. That said, the ACIAR-funded work has drawn upon a good deal of previous tropical-forage R&D work.

### Table 11. Sensitivity of the estimated returns on investment to the discount rate applied

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Base: without additional extension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discount rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present value (PV) of benefits</td>
<td>A$10,011m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV of costs</td>
<td>A$72m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net present value</td>
<td>A$9,987m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefit:cost ratio</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: IDA estimates

Relative to capital purchases such as a home or motor cycle, the estimated annual gains are significant. Field trip comment suggested that a relatively simple house might cost Rp20–30m in materials to build and a motor cycle Rp15m. An annual gain of around Rp2m would make an important contribution to these purchases.

Also, adoption of the technologies is relatively riskless for farmers who have cattle: there are no purchased inputs or capital required. The primary input is labour to plant, maintain and cut and carry forage, and feed cattle. In some cases a modest kandang may be required, but again its construction is primarily by the farmer’s own labour.

In most situations it appears likely that there are labour savings from planting and using new forages since the feed supply is close by thus reducing the need to walk cattle to grazing. These labour savings typically benefit the farming family as a whole since the woman and children as well as the farmer are involved in leading cattle to grazing areas.

From a distributional perspective the income gains will benefit those smallholders with cattle. In the future more farmers will seek to raise cattle, either through purchase or share farming with cattle owners. Given greater capacity to manage the feed supply, the trade in store cattle for local fattening is likely to expand.

Further, it was evident from the field trip that the technologies empower women, children and the elderly to contribute to the workload since the forage supply is literally in backyards and forage can be cut and carried in small quantities.

2.6.7 Attribution

About 60% of the past investment dollars in the project areas were provided by ACIAR, and the balance through in-kind or other funding of the research and extension agencies—predominantly CSIRO, the University of Queensland, Balai Pengkajian Teknologi Pertanian and the universities in Indonesia.

Earlier forages R&D also needs to be recognised, especially the work within CIAT and national agencies such as CSIRO. It has not been possible to identify or cost these contributions as part of this analysis.

Also, there are future costs in terms of extension, particularly if the extension effort is to be increased. This investment, if it is made, will change the relative contributions between R&D and extension from around 50% R&D 50% extension to 25% R&D 75% extension.\(^{24}\)

In terms of attribution of the 50% R&D investment, identifying the opportunities, developing forage- and cattle-management strategies and demonstrating the importance and effectiveness of ground-level extension has clearly come from CSIRO through the ACIAR funding. The ACIAR investment was necessary since the R&D was required and it appears unlikely that others would have funded the level of R&D activity, especially given the past experiences of tropical-forage R&D investments. That said, the ACIAR-funded work has drawn upon a good deal of previous tropical-forage R&D work.

---

\(^{24}\) IDA Economics estimates; calculated as the relative real present value of the investment in R&D to date plus future extension.
The ACIAR financial contribution to the R&D investment has been calculated at 60%. For the delivery of the estimated benefits, future extension work will be critical. Both investments—R&D and extension—are required in order to deliver the estimated benefits. With the base level of extension (and resulting 50%/50% R&D/extension contribution), ACIAR’s share of the benefits would be 30%—around A$300m. As the extra benefit arising from additional extension are attributable to only that additional extension, the value of the benefits attributable to ACIAR under this scenario remains at A$300m.

A concern is that undertaking an impact update in several years time might have to deal with the same situation. The projects are scheduled for completion in mid-2010. Data systems to measure the extent of adoption, the drivers/constraints and impact are not part of the research agendas of the researchers involved.

More generally, the following three steps could be incorporated in future projects:

- ex-ante impact analysis, including quantitative assessments, as a basis for both R&D design and collection of relevant data during the R&D project. These assessments need not be particularly sophisticated but they do need to be transparent and consistent with the ACIAR guidelines for impact assessments.

- verification of economic models in a latter part of the R&D. This would increase confidence in their use, identify issues in future model development and provide a better basis for subsequent impact analysis, especially where that analysis is undertaken in the early years of adoption.

- development of appropriate markers or indicators that could provide guidance for updating impacts in future years. Ideally these indicators would help set up and be consistent with the incentives for extension workers and researchers to achieve their objectives. The principal markers should relate to gains at the farm level, numbers of farmers adopting which particular strategies and numbers of farmers ceasing to pursue specific strategies. In one sense these data should be available in the usual course of business for an effective extension service. Accordingly, it would be appropriate to consider the matter in future discussions of institutional strengthening of the extension services.

### 2.7 Lessons and learnings

This impact assessment was especially challenging as it is essentially an analysis of future adoption. The R&D is completed but adoption is at an early stage, as indicated by the small numbers of farmers who have adopted the technologies and strategies so far. Moreover, the background experience is of ‘50 years of failure’ in tropical forage R&D (Pengelly et al. 2003). As a result, the analysis has focused on what might happen and why, rather than what has happened and the associated drivers. Making assessments of future adoption is also particularly difficult when a key factor is the nature and level of future institutional support.

Against this background the field trips made during this study were essential. First, they put the smallholder cattle enterprise in context from both a farming perspective and the household income context of historically meeting special expenditures. Second, they enabled ground-truthing of the ex-ante analysis of the potential gains from improved cattle performance through forage planting and management. Certainly, the evidence is anecdotal but the field observations provided consistent endorsement of observable gains in livestock performance and the high degree of interest and enthusiasm among both the best-bet and scale-out farmers.
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Appendix  Project results frame chart


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outputs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technology outputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Benchmark database of farming systems and constraints to adoption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Demonstrated capacity to apply improved management systems through ‘best-bet’ activities for farmers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Disease risk management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Identification of nutrition, reproduction and management links for improved cattle productivity/turn-off in local context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Identification of suitable forage species and management options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity built</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Research capacity to develop livestock management systems and resolve emerging issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- ‘On-ground teams’ (OGTs) as future extension support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- ‘Best-bet’ farmers as forage suppliers and promoters of the approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy analysis and response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Recognition of early success through OGT approach, in achieving demonstration farm and early scale out (farmers) and scale up (institutions)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adoption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agents of change: researchers and OGTs; future: demonstration of farm success using best-bet activities, local farm groups; existing and expanded government extension services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Commercialisation embodied in market |
| - Ready access to forage planting material from farmers |
| - Cattle buyers seeking younger, better finished cattle |
| Communication |
| - Researchers as extension advisors/training |
| - OGT as extension support |
| - Fact sheets, field days, farmer proponents |
| Capacity building |
| - Researchers, extension training, local farm groups |
| - OGTs trained, experienced extension support |
| Regulation and policy |
| - Some support to new farmers conditional on adopting management proposals |
| - Probable integration with policy to increase cattle-owners’ incomes |

*Figure A1.* ACIAR projects on forages in improving smallholder crop–livestock systems in eastern Indonesia: results frame chart
EXPECTED OUTCOMES

Changes in forage supply and cattle management practices by current and future smallholders

Demand
• Better finished cattle being sought out by the trade

Supply
• Higher productivity through faster growth and higher reproduction efficiency leading to higher total annual cattle turn-off weight
• Lower cost of forage especially labour savings, enabling employment elsewhere (on and off farm)
• Similar gains likely to accrue to larger farmers

Environment
• Conversion of unused, weed areas into forage crops
• Potential effective use of dung as fertiliser
• Reduced grazing impact on upland forest/community land

Social
• Higher household incomes for smallholders with cattle
• Livelihood improvement: e.g. housing, education
• Increased opportunity for off-farm work/employment by farmer and family

EXPECTED IMPACTS

Value delivered by outcomes

Economic
• Higher farm income (cattle and other sources)
• Greater capacity to manage timing of cattle sales given seasonal variation in feed supply and household cash flow requirements

Environmental
• Reduced weed invasion
• Reduced land degradation in upland areas

Social
• Increased family income
• Increased opportunity for other activities (employment/family)

ANTICIPATED RISKS

Limited widespread adoption (especially scale-out to other villages); partial adoption of best-bet set of management activities

Figure A1. (continued)
Figure A2. Summary chart on capacity-building aspects of ACIAR projects on forages in improving smallholder crop–livestock systems in eastern Indonesia
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Author(s) and year of publication</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ACIAR project numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Chudleigh P. 1999.</td>
<td>Use and management of grain protectants in China and Australia</td>
<td>PHT/1990/035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Pearce D. 2002.</td>
<td>Measuring the poverty impact of ACIAR projects—a broad framework</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Author(s) and year of publication</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>ACIAR project numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Pearce D. 2005.</td>
<td>Review of ACIAR’s research on agricultural policy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>ACIAR 2006.</td>
<td>Future directions for ACIAR’s animal health research</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>ACIAR 2006.</td>
<td>ACIAR and public funding of R&amp;D. Submission to Productivity Commission study on public support for science and innovation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Pearce D. and Monck M. 2006.</td>
<td>Benefits to Australia of selected CABI products</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Author(s) and year of publication</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>ACIAR project numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Monck M. and Pearce D. 2008.</td>
<td>The impact of increasing efficiency and productivity of ruminants in India by the use of protected-nutrient technology</td>
<td>AH/1997/115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Davis J., Gordon J., Pearce D. and Templeton D. 2008.</td>
<td>Guidelines for assessing the impacts of ACIAR’s research activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Centre for International Economics 2009.</td>
<td>ACIAR Database for Impact Assessments (ADIA): an outline of the database structure and a guide to its operation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Mullen J.D. 2010.</td>
<td>Reform of domestic grain markets in China: a reassessment of the contribution of ACIAR-funded economic policy research</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Author(s) and year of publication</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>ACIAR project numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>